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Clovis Title & Abstract
Company
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C. C. BAKER. Mgr.

Clovis,

New Mexico.
CLOVIS.
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VERDICT. OF NOT GUILTY
IN TAYLOR CASE
Stirring Rebuke Administered by Court to Jurymen
are Discharged from Further Attendance.
Verdict Unpopular.
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Portales-Clovi- s

attended the trial and gave close
attention to all the proceedings
After being acquitted the deon the
fendant was
charge of carrying concealed
weapons and is now held in the
county jail on the new charge.

J.

Z.

p

in Shops

Kuhns, general foreman

as boilermaker foreman and has
accepted a position as boiler inspector, which position will pay
him

better wages.

PROCEEDINGS OF DISTRICT

for parsing nt stnted intervals.
Thus constructed, this road
could never be anything but a
failure. Mr. A. A. Rogers took
the matter up with State Engineer J. A. French, with the
result that Mr. Marius, the engineer in charge, has been instructed tp widen the road bed
to twelve instead of eight feet.
Also the sidings will be maintained. This will be a great
improvement over the eight
foot trail, but it would have
been much belter to have made
it sixteen feet. With the wid
er road bed it would not be
for vehicles to follow so
closely in each o:hers' tracks
and consequently, will not cut
up so quick. The News is
glad to note that this improvement has been ordered and
some credit U due to to Mr.
Rogers for bringing it about.
Portales News.
nec-sssa-

has resigned and has been succeeded by H. M. Muchmore, of
Belen. C. G. Duffy has resigned

E. W. Tuck-

er has resigned as Round House
foreman and ha tikn a position
in the back shop. Other changes
are contemplated soon.

$1.00 PErt YEAR

The Portnles Clovis mad was
commenced with hut an eightfold rond bed with wider places

hive n )t earned."
The mother of tha defendant
who resides at Fort Worth and
the father and sister of the deceased who reside at Amarillo

Shake-U-

Road
Will be Wider.

you

the jtry in the iase of Heischel
Taylor charged with the murder
of Arthur E. Britton, returned a
verdict cf not guilty Thursday
morning when court convened
The announcement of this verdict came as a distinct surprise
to most of those who hud htuid
all the evidence in the case.
Arthur Britton was the night
marshal at Texico and was murdered by Herschel Taylor at the
"Red Light" district in Texico
on the night of October 11, 1914.
The defendant claimed self
and admitted shooting the
deceased, who the testimony
showed to have been unarmed
and w ho was attempting to disarm the defendant at the time
the shooting atcurred. It was
also shown by a preponderance
of evidence that the delendant
had gone to the resort armed
and had made threats against
Luther Hughes, who it appeared,
was keeping company with his
girl. 1 ne uefend int contradicted his own testimony on mre
than one instance a id had ad
mitted serving a sentence lor
burglary in the Gatesville Texas
reformatory.
is only occupation was that of a gambler and
his principal witnesses were
Pearl Snyder, his girl, whom he
follof J to Texico from San
Anjjeio, Texas, and Otho Murphy, the latter his friend who
assisted hi in in relieving a
drunken stranger ot some 20.00
in money and two watches which
it appears hum the testimony
stirred up the wrath of liic marshal and ultimately resulted in
the killing. T h e defendant
claimed that tne marshal m.ide a
move toward his hip and that lie from further attendance and
(this defendant) with gun in service in this court pernune'it.
hand crudiait, "Don't come on- ly and absolutely, and a!s from
to me, Don't come onto me, furtherserviee in this case.
Don't come onto me, if you do
The court can see and underYou had stand when
under the
I will have to kill you.
the advantage of me last night evidence in this case will bring
so don't come onto me for if you in a verdict of "not guilty" he
do 1 will have to kill you." With can see and knows enough of
this he alleges that the deceased human nature to understand
continued to approach and he whv it is and how it is that good
of wnich both citizens sometime become so disfired two
gusted and so outraged with
took effect.
of justice
Both the state and the defense the administration
law
they
in their
take
the
that
made supreme efforts and exerthang
fellows
own
hands
and
ed every ounce of energy to win
charg
guilty
of
as
such
crimes
adh
e
their contentions.
T
dresses made by Attorney Un- ed in this case. , The court can
derwood of Amarillo and District readily understand that when a
attorney K. K. Scott for the verdict of this character under
state and by Attorneys 0. 0. this evidence and under the in
court
is
Askren, of Roswell and il. D. structions ot the
Terrell, of Silver City, for the brought in.
There is no excuse, no justidefense were masterful. Probably never before in the history fication for this murder. It is
of Curry county cases have such cold bloodeu; it is an outrage
efforts been made and the ver- that the people of Curry County
dict is considered nothing short must have to suffer with this
of a victory for the attorneys for kind of administration of justhe defense. The most stirring tice.
rebuke ever administered by any
Now, gentlemen, as I said in
court to a Curry county jury was the beginning, this verdict is a
given by Judge McClure after surprise to the court. He would
tin verdict had been announced. liked to have had more time to
consider the matter and think
It follows:
over it, but in view of all the
The CourTs Rebuke
evidence, in view of the stateImmediately following the re- ments of this guilty defendant
turn of the verdict of not guilty himself made in your presence
and the recommendation that as to how he murdered and
the court admonish the defend- killed this man, the court I say,
ant as to his future life and as- cannot understand how any such
sociates, the court said the fol- a verdict could be arrived at,
lowing to the jury:
and you and each of you are
"Now, gentlemen of the jury, now discharged from further
in reference to this matter and service as jurors in this case and
de-ten-

jurors at this term of the

District Court; and the defendant is discharged from the cus
tody of the sheriff.
You may present your mileage
and per diem to the clerk of the
Who court and get your wages that

n
this recomra
to the court; the court desires to say that he is very much
surprised. The court has tried
no case since he has been on the
bench for more than three years
that has created the surprise in
the mind of the court that this
recommendation and this verdict carries to --the court. The
court is of the impression and
the opinion that the testimony
in this case would support a verdict of murder in the first de
gree or guilty of murder in the
first degree. The defendant's
own testimony would warrant
the return of a verdict of guilty
of murder, in the second degree
and the question of manslaughter has very slight bearing in
the matter. This is a serious
matter, gentlemen; the court
hasn't had time' to think over
the matter, but as stated to you
it is very much of a surprise to
him.- - The court, however, is
satisfied that it would be a waste
of the taxpayers money of Curry
county to retain this jury longer
i n an
attempt ,t o prosecute
criminals. There is no question
in the court's mind as to this,
and the court, while he would
prefer to take a little time to
consider the matter, yet his impressions are so forcible and so
accurate touching this matter
under all the evidence in the
case and the instructions of this
court, that the court feels now
and can not escape from the
conclusion that it is his duty to
discnarge this jury from further
service, and in the future for
that matter and see that your
names are not in the jury wheel,
and he now discharges this jury

After deliberating over night particularly

as
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Up in Iowa the other sensible
idea in legislation appears, in
A Silver offering tea will be the introduction of the
law, which would progiven at the home of Mrs. Bill
penalty
vide
for any man who
a
McLendon, on Monday Feburary
a drink.
What
buys
another
22nd at 2 to 5 p. m. and 7 to 10
drinking
is
in
the
there
harm
p. m. Come and drink tea with
Martha Washington. Given by custom comes principally from
Man is a
the ladies of the Christian the treating habit.
loves to
He
animal.
gregarious
Church.
mingle with his fellows, and to
consume that which cheers in
New Theatre.
rotation. As a result when good
E. F. Hardwick
and Sons, fellow:. t,jt together the treats
proprietors of the Lyceum, are go around and every one gets
repairing and altering a build- more than is good for him. If
ing nn the east side of South it were so established that he
Main St. where they will estab could buy only that whic'i he delish anotjier moving
picture sires for his own use, he would
show.
seldom buy more than oue, and
These enterprising citizens do the convival souse mould be exnot intend that there shall be! tinct, no one would be harmed.
any competition soon in the and only good would resuf.
.show business.
Tnesii remarks are prompred by
more than an academic knowlbeloved.
edge
of the subject,
big
It is reported that the
Barry Hardware and Implement There is absolutely no) argument
Company will tniild a brick ad- against the proposed law, while
of their it bristles with reason. It would
dition to the norih
hardware store on north Main still leave man a free moral
street to enable them to keep agent, in no wise conflict with
their implements and heavy his liberty, and yet would rehardware from being exposed to move that feature of the impulse
Barry's is the that does the most harm. Take
the elements.
only hardware store in Clovis, away the power to treat or the
right to be treated, and the
and their stock is complete.
average man would buy what he
wanted for himself and no more.
Clovis is the center of the It would be hard on the "bar
most densly populated section of flies" and the good fellow, but
the state and whila other towns it would be easier on everybody
may have a large trading terri- else. Exchange.
tory, if population is considered,
The; best solution would be to
our town has them all outclassed. entirely prohibic its manufacClovis is the trading and market- ture.
ing center for all this section of
the country and in addition has
The El Paso Herald and the
a R. R. pay roll of $75,000.00
Companion,
Home
Woman's
monthly, That is why Clovis is
for one
publications
both
a live town and will continue to
whole year $7.00. The El Paso
grow.
Herald and the Sunset Magazine, both publications for one
A prominent business man in
year $7.00. The El Paso Her-aia neighboring town wrote a
and the Santa Fe New
friend here that he was reliably Mexican, both publications for
informed that Clovis was the one year $8.00.
only town in the southwest that
The above combinations at
was not ready for the undertakremarkable low prices are
the
er. We have only hearsay evi- good temporarily only. Theredence as to conditions in other fore, if you intend to take adplaces, but we can vouch for the vantage
of any of the offers,
statement that the aforesaid kindly send your check or
party was correctly informed as money order to the El Paso
to Clovis being a "live one." Herald, and indicate which one
Nobody wants to live in a dead of
the offers you derire.
town where they all have the
"blues" and would not even
Monk Wallace has accepted a
laugh at a fat man slipping on a
banana peel, The remedy is to position with the Parish Contransfer your affections to Clo- fectionery after an absence from
vis, the. best new town in the Clovis for a couple of years in
Amarillo.
southwest.

Martha Washington Social

anti-treatin-

Mew Mexico.

g

d

COURT FOR WEEK
Few Civil

Matters Tried Because of Trial in Taylor Case.
Uldham Iecures Change of Venue to Chaves
County. Many Indictments.

Following the verdicts in the
Evangelist Mcintosh
z
and Mersfelder
Drawing Big Crowds cases as announced in i his issue,
The Methodist revival meet- the grand jury adjourned Saturings conducted daily at the day night after finding fifteen
Methodist Church by evangelist true bills and one accusation. In
Singer-Swart-

Mcintosh and singer Anderson
are attracting wide spread attention.
The services both
morning and evening are largely attended and many cohver-tion- s
are being made. There
was such a crowd to hear this
great southern evangelist a t
Sunday nights meeting that
many turned away unable to get
even standing room. Mcintosh
is a sure enough evangelist and
has a style peculiarly his own.
He does not beat around the
bush in what he has to say but
comes right out and flights the
devil in the open criticising
everything and anything which
he thinks is not to Gods benefit.
Lucian Anderson is an impressive singer, as was evidenced
Sunday morning after singing
one of his favorite hymns, tears
were seen on the cheeks of m iny
in the congregation.
The revival meetings are being attended by the members of all the
Clovis churches and will last at
least until Sunday night.

their report

some of the

they also scored
county oflicials and

made some strong recommendations. Following are some of
the indictments returned and
which have been served on the
defendants:
Lem Cheshire, for murder;
Herschel Taylor for murder,
since tried and acquitted; Dean
Wolfenbarger, assault; Frank
Rogers, rape; R. F. Martin, issuing worthless checks; Luther
Hughes, gambling;
Luther
Hughes, discharging pistol and
unlawfully carrying same; K.
C. Kirby, violation of school
compulsory law. In this case
the defendant is accused of
failing to send his boy and girl
to school and is the first indictment to be returned in Curry
county under tho new law for
such an offense.
An information for removal
from office, was filed against
K. V. Stotts, school director at
the Blacktower precinct, as it is
alleged that he has removed
from the district and refuses to
resign.
The following cases in which
the state is plaintiff have been
continued:
Jose Rodriguez. T. M. Miller,
Isaac Canon,
Henry Orlofsky,
K. W. Jones,
R. N. Williams,
A. C. Burke, and A. E. Smith.
The application of Buford D.
Oldham for a change of venue
from Curry county on the
grounds of alleged predjudice,
was granted to Chaves county.
Upon agreement of counsel
the Lem Cheshire case was continued to the first Monday at
the next regular session of court
which will be the first Monday
in September.

Civil Cases
The jury in the case of Lena
Singer vs W. F. Swartz, after
being out all Thursday night returned a verdict Friday awarding the plaintiff damages in the
sum of $1500.00 for an injury received by her while working in
the Clovis Steam Laundry which
was then operated by the deNotice of appeal to
fendant.
the supreme court has been
giver.
In the matter of the replevin
suit of the First National Bank
of Amarillo vs W. B Mersfelder,
which occupied the attention of
the court practically all day Friday and Saturday the jury gave
a verdict for $1240 50 in favor
...
of the defendant Mersfelder.
s
Road
The jury reached a verdict in
T. J. Molinari, of Portales,
this case after ten minutes dein the city Tuesday en route
was
liberation but it took an hour to
figure out the amount of dam- to Santa Fe on business and in
ages and interest to be allowed. conversation with a News reporter said, that the' work on the
road was now in
General Moving
The Klein Grocery Company progress in earnest and that the
this week moved into the build- road camp looked likelan army
They are now
ing opposite the postoffice which encampment.
few
working
this side of
miles
a
was until recently occupied by
coming
way and
this
Portales
Grocery.
This
Model
move
the
was made necessary for the are fixing the road up in good
reason that the Central Meat shape by covering the sand with
Company raised the rent and got several feet of limestone clay
the building and are now mov- which will pack down and make
ing into it. The same tactics the best kind of a highway and
This roadway
were employed by A. J. Whiting will not blow.
who will occupy the Croft build- which it was originally intended
ing being vacated by the meat to make eight feet has been
to twelve feet and in
market.
The Mandell Dry widened
difficult
places sidings will
the
Company
Clothing
Goods and
started the bumping and it has be graded. It will now be only
been a case of bump all along a matter of a few weeks until
the line but now matters appear vehicles of all kinds and autos
to be settled again for the time can make the trip in a few hours.
The distance between the two
being.
points is only about twenty
The B. of L. E. gave their miles. This connecting road is
ball Monday expected to prove of great beneBecond annual
Elks Hall which fit to both towns and bring our
night in
was tastily decorated in red and business interests into closer re
white for the occasion. Quite a lationship.
visitors
number of
Insurance Adjuster, Wilson,
attended and the hall was crowdin the city on business
was
seating
ed almost beyond it
Tuesday.
matters
served.
was
capacity. Lunch
Clovis-Portale-

Clovis-Portale- s

n

THE CLQVIS NEWS
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
MIOGHESS OF EVENTS AT

CONDENSED

HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

D O I N Q

I,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS,
AN

HOPES
0 FEARS OF MANKIND.

TA'ratern Nf'VHimiiir t'nlon !

ABOUT

Sarvleo.

THE WAR.

The CoiiHtltutlonallBtB'
consul bas
announced thut Carranza troops have
recaptured Monterey.
KiishIiuib lose 26,000 prisoners in
Muzuniiii
Lake region and relreat
from ICiiHt 1'russla.
(ermnny and Auslria proclaimed
the Independence of Poland and will
SHtulillhli a kiuKdom.
,
Tim Itulimi
government appropriated $:; 1,11(10,(100 for further military
xpenscs up to July, 1915.
Tlic buttle which brgun in the
on Feb. 7 still is raging furiously along a front of sixty miles
from .Mount t'olonlua-Runto Mount
Muko, acronllng to the Information
received at (jt'uoa.
'I he (varuallou of Lodx by the
been confirmed, according
to a I I'tnrnid dlHputch to tbo llavas
X.'u , :,,5 iii,(, which states thut stores,
offices, rmnmlnsariut and trnnHports
ure In nig removed luiHtily to Kulibz.
Tlic
London
official Informal ion
bureau
the following
"'l hiity-founaval ueroplnncB
raided llru-o- s,
Osten ami
Hlnm.enl erulid
(all
in Uclgltlin)
i niune i.i.iiiunio-vuile fell. Ho was
rescued. "
.serious (onii of the American uotr
to
nud (Jormuny causes isnivo
oonn.ru among olfidnls and dlplomills in W'iiKliiiiKton. United State:
authorities declare thoy ure standinK
Btrielly w:ihin llio nullon's rights
Hiving (icruinuy ctnphatlc wuruing
uuuinst attacks on American ships,
Kiiglaud is expected
to give uhbui'
awes Hint use of the American flag
lo escape tlic enemy will uot becomo
ueueiul.
a

-,

Btrto-iiien-

r

Gen. .Ferman Ouadenes, who signed
the capitulation of Manila to the American forces In lSitS, died at Madrid.
A slight earthquake shock was felt
throughout the Panama canal lone. It
caused no dumage, either to the canal
or elsewhere.
MaJ. Houston V. Evana, an offlcei
of the Philippine scouts, died of apoplexy at Miagao. Pauay, while on a
field maneuver.
Father Ledochowsky, a Russian
Pole, was elected general of the So
clety of JeBus, In succession to Fatbei
Brands avier YVerux at Rome.
Cburles A. Massey, a member of
wealthy Canadian family, was shot ami
killed at Toronto by a maid in bis em
ploy. Mussey'i wife is absent In New
York and report says tbe maid shot
him to protect her honor.
The British government has request
ed all the Australian stutes to obtalt
all tbe meat available for export dur
ing tbe war, as large quantities will
be necessary to meet the needs of tin
British army; France also will requir
a considerable supply.
Oerman financiers have been summoned to a conference in Berlin with
the finance minister, who considers
that a new loan of $1,250,000,000 Is re
quired for the continuance of the war,
says a dispatch from Amsterdam to
the London Exchange Telegraph Company.
The Olornitle ditalln of Rome publishes
statistics of the
In the recent eurthquuko, from
which it appeurs thut iibout 25,000 persons perished. The town of Avexzano
hud the heaviest loss of any town,
!
of its inhabitants, which is equal
to 0(1 per cent of the population, having been killed.
Not only a hurricane, but with It an
earthquulie and u tidal wave swept the
Munuu islands of the Samoan goup,
us reported ut Tutullu, American Samoa, on tho 10th. Fuller detulls re
ceived Miday thow that three person
were killed, cue of whom was beheud
ed by flying wreckage. Entire vllluees
uisappeareu.
hose of which trace
remained were ruined utterly. All
snipping either was destroyed or badly
uamageu.
semi-offici-

1

SPORT.

Franklo Callahan and Sam Robideau
of Philadelphia
fought eight hard
rounds to a draw at St. Louis, but
were hissed by the crowd for holding,
'tagncr Onitvedt, the world's chum
pion skier, stopped In Denver on his
way to Steamboat Springs where be
competed in tho anuuitl skiilng carni
val held there Feb. 13 and 14,
WESTERN.
Pan arela lowered the world's recoid for five furlongs on a circular
rental h e plans for the compromlHe course in u match race on the Juiires
of tile
suit over wu course. Pan Zureta s time was 0:a7 1
lor rights li.ivo fallen through.
as against the world's previous record
The
mouths' divorce bill, already for the distance on a similar track by
Ikiss.mI liv tin- - Assembly, was defeuted
I crns Trick.
l:' to s in the Semite at Curson t'lty
X. L. O'Neill, president of the West
No. v.
ern Hasehall league, announced ut Chi
A hill lo extend the right of suffrage
cago that the To;icka Paseball Assocl
to women was Introduced in tile Wis
ation liad failed to comply with tbo
:nldy by Assemblyman
V
eonsin
llnanclal requirements of the leaguo
C. Ilriitllcy of Hudson.
and that .1. A. Savage of Kansas City
J lie Iowa oenatc adopted u ronstltu
had accordingly arranged to transfer
tion.il amendment providing for state-widthe frunchise to Colorado Springs,
prnliiliition by u vote of ;!!) to hi.
J'lie measure now goes to the Houso,
GENERAL.
.iiipaim against tho harmful
trnViie m drugs wilicli Is expected to
General Rosalie Jones, leader of the
w ipe out Die i vil is being planned by
army of suffrage roadsters, Is going to
I'nlt' d Stales internal revenue officers fell automobiles.
In Denver.
Medals for service during the NicaThe bodies of two of the three itiln raguan campaign in 1912 were present
n!i, uiIm I in the Hunker Hill and ed to ::nn marines and officers at the
Sullivan mine at Warducr, Idaho, when Phlliidclpliiii navy yard.
150 few of tiie siopo caved in, wore
Throe men and two women, accused
reo r i by rescuers.
ns couutei telters, were taken to JonesW arri n X. Uuscnberry,
boro, Ark., by federal authorities for
former
juili:.' hi I'rovo, Utah, was prob
hearing before a United States com
ulily taiaily injured by bis son drover, missioner.
who f..ni k I nil down with an ax In
Itodolfo Ficrro was executed us a
1lie bat yard of the fumily residence
result ol an ulteiupl to assassinate
at &iu Francisco.
(ieneral Villa recently, according tc
advices received at San Antonio, Tel.,
WASHINGTON.
by
a era n :a agents.
Mrs. Augusta Halo Clifford, author
Lincoln's lui'.th birthday anniversary
was oln.ened in tho House with an ad- and historian nnd wife of Georgo (lit
dress by Id preseutntlve Sherwood of lord, American consul at Ilnsle, Swit
zerland, Ironi 1K.S4 to 111 111, died at
Ohio.
Portland, .Me., nged 7:1 years.
tleneral
ilia Is gradually sweeping
Thomas Tinker, while, who It Is
on to Tampico. according to Slate De- charged,
shot and killed Constablo
partment advices. Stiff fighting was
Richard Tnrt, was taken from the
mentioned at l'anuco.
county Jail at Mayfleld, Ky and
President Wilson Btood pat on "no ynclied. HU body was then riddled
nouiptoniise" in the ship hill fight. Re- with bullets.
ports that he would consent to modifiConductor N. F. Aknyson nnd Roadcation were rictlon, the White House master Johnson wore killed near Goth- Intimated.
Arrangements
for his
nberg, Neb., where a number of
Western trip were suspended pending Union Pacific officials were testing a
a decision concerning an extra sesdevice Invented by Dr.
sion. It was sulci biicIi a session did Illrkefer of that city.
not. necessarily mean the trip's abanFanny Crosby,
hymn
donment, inn curtailment of its Itiner- writer, died it her home at Ilrldgeport,
ary.
onn., In her 9.1th year. Eight thou
The cornerstone of the $2,000,000 sand hymns 'if Christian worship sung
Lincoln memorial structure was laid In Protestant churches throughout the
world are the work of Fanny Crosby.
ceremonies.
oo the I'jtli without
Former Senator Ulnekburn of KenAn estate of $:itl,',n,i(io Is disposed
tucky, tho resident member of tho of in tie will of Edward Tllden,
Lincoln memorial commission, was in packer nnd banker, which was pro
barge. In the cornerstone were laid bated in Chicago. His widow Is to
a. cooper box eontnlnlng a history of
receive most of It. Each of his two
Lincoln sinned by his living son, sons will receive $0'i,iion eleven years
from now, when the younger is twenty-fKoliert T. Lincoln, and other historiyears old.
ive
cal data.
The trial of Max Klelst's $250,000
Secretary of the Interior Lane was
lit. against Millionaire
Edward N.
designated by President Wilson to go
and Mrs. Ureltung, his par
to San Francisco to open formully the Itrelrung
nls ln law, for alienation of his wife's
Panama 1'aclUc Exposition.
affec t ions, cume to an abrupt eudlng
One fatal case of bubonic plague at in New York, when Judge Hand de
Havana, a laborer working on the San clared u mistrial.
Jose wharves, was reported to Surgeon
t
Famine faocm
Serbia un
(Jenerul Illue of thp public heulth less the people can obtain grain
for
service.
Beed, in tho Bpring and farm tools to
Officials and diplomats were await-lii- work with, according to a statement
issued in New York by a committee
with profound Interest development of the plan for the American newly organized to seek aid in this
supervision of detention camps in all country for the destitute Serbian women and children.
mi tba rarrlng European countries.
-
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STATE NEWS

CASCARETS" FOB

LIB,, BOILS
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

PEOPLE

Weilftrn Nfiwatiaper Union Nwi Srvlc.
DATKS KOIl COM I Ml KVKHTS.
April
Annual Mi.etlnK Houthwest
urn New Muxico Outlu Urowors' As
suiiatiun, at Duminir.

ESCHEAT FUND TO STATE

WOMAN WOULD

HOT GIVE UP

FORGOTTEN LAW PUTS BANKERS
IN TIGHT PLACE.
New Mexico Men Face Terms of Six
Months to Seven Years for Failure
to Pay State Dead Accounts.

Plough Sick anil Suffering; At
Last Found Help in Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

Wotera Newipnper Union Newi Birvlce.
Tularosa la to have a high school
Albuquerque The discovery of a
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Richmond, Pa.
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An appropriation of $50,000 is asked of 1899 bas brought to light the em taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
compound x was in
No odds how bad your liver, stomach for free text books.
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bad Internal
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tremely nervous
you always get tbe desired results Black range In Sierra county.
prostrated that
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of
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hardly strength at
ot proceedings for escheat to the state
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Mr. Sulzer'a bill would permit the of such funds. No money bas ever
times to be on my
backache and all other distress; peddling of produce from tbe farm by been paid In underthis law, State f t end what I did do was by a great
cleanse your Inside organs of all the farmers without license.
Treasurer Marron declared, although effort I could not sleep at night and
bile, gases and constipated matter
The House passed Speaker Romero's It Is believed that the forty national of course felt very bad In tbe morning.
which is producing the misery.
three-cen- t
railroad fare bill on final banks and fifty-onstate banks ot tbe and had a steady headache.
A
box means health,. happi- reading by a vote of 37 to 8.
state have a total of not less than
"After taking the second bottle I noness and a clear bead for months.
$100,000 of such dead accounts.
ticed
that the headache was not so bad.
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donate six
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I
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good medicine I
tion of nsts of such accounts by ail woman in need of a
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to
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secure
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donna had an unusually high voice?" ceived upon Its enactment Into law.
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Fifteen and
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snow fell In Santa Fe in the month
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of January, according to the weather bunk, Treasurer
Marron declared he Vegetable Compound has restored their
bureau summary.
hud advised the bank that it did not health when suffering with female ills.
THIGK, GLOSSY HAIR
The body of John Sbubert was apply to national orgunizatlons, but This accounts for the enormous demand
found on Zinc avenue in Demiug, thut In his opinion it could be en- for, it from coast to coast. If you are
troubled with any ailment peculiar to
FREE FROM DANDRUFF death being due to a dose of poison forced against state banks.
which he had taken.
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That .1. P. S. Mennett ot Sunta Fe of Las Vegas the funds from the hiiIo HHP
Doesn't Go Very Far.
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amount to nearly
TO US FOR BEST RESULTS
Redd What do you think of his one of the eight candidates for XI. S.
new car?
marshal In Porto liir-- Is stated in the
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Greene Oh, It's nil right as fur as It Porto Rico Progress.
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Tho Holt Senate bill specifying the Kills Neighbor In Duel; Surrenders.
from uric acid, says a noted authority
The kidneys filter this acid from the amounts of the bonds to bo furnished
Carlsbad. ij'ollx Miller and Cburles
So Paw Says.
blood and pass It on to the bladder, by the treasurers of tho vurlous state M. Acrey met on the prulrie on horseMtto Lemuel Hay, puw, what Is
where it often remalnB to Irritate and institutions requires a bond of $7A, back neur here and, following a quar a philosopher?
Inflame, causing a burning, scalding boo from the treasurer of tho 'State rel over school lands, opened fire at
Paw A ptilloBophcr, son, Is a man
sensation, or setting up an Irritation College.
who bears with resignation the tootheach other, Acrey bc liiK killed.
at the neck of tho bladder, obliging
ache of another man.
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you to seek relief two or threo times creased from $7s:i,::il.52 to $926,900.02
Let Each County Fix Salaries.
during the night. The sufferer is In during the year.
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tion of county salaries that now Is reThe House passed the House substi
and sometimes very painful, this Is
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really one of tho most simple ailments tute for Senate Hill No. 3, extending House, from Republican as well as
to overcome. Got ab"ut four ounces to 1915 the 1914 assessments as final- Democratic members.
of Jad Suits from your pharmacist and ly fixed by the State Hoard of EqualiEats Hearty Meal; Dies at 105.
take a tablespoouful in a glass of zation on corporate property, bank
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water before breakfast, continue this property and livestock.
for two or threo days. This will neu
James Goutchey of Santa Fe, for supper, SuntoB Sanches, 105 years old,
trulizo the acids in the urine so it no years In the federal building, has been sut down In a chair by tho fire in his
longer is a source of irritation to the iippointed to deputy U. S. marshal. Ills home. A few mlnuteB inter one of the
him and found
Merit is quickly disbludder and urinary organs which then appointment follows closely the nam- fumily approached
covered by progressive
ing of William Rose chief deputy In him dcud. His wife, many years
act normally again.
younger, died six months ago. Sanchef
young men. Fatima CigaJad Salts Is inexpensive, harmless, the I!. S. marshal's office.
hud not been ill for a decade.
rettes are selected by three
and is made from the acid of grapes
The bill providing for the appointand lemon Juice, combined with llthla, ment of women to places on the
out of four smokers of lSe
A Woman Preacher.
and is used by thousands of folks who boards of all state institutions. Introcigarettes. They enjoy the
Santa Ke. llecuufle of the Illness of
are subject to urinary disorders caused duced by Ntnlor Motitoyn, by request, Rev. D. Z. McCollough, his wife was
mild, delightful Turkish
by uric acid irritation. Jad Salts ia was recommended for passage, as called Into the pulpit at the vesper
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"DUHutHvlj Individual"
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drink, which quickly at Roswell.
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though brief talk to the congregation.
relieves bladder trouble Adv.
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at Santa F6, received a telegram from
Sugar beets can be grown success
Credit Teachers for Exposition.
Captain A. W. Hrock of Company 1,
exfully in Ireland recent government
National guard at Deming, that fix
Albuquerque.
The State Board of
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

NEW SWITCHING

Mistaken Diagnosis

LOCOMOTIVE

Doctors

About five yean ago I wrote to you
I had been a terrible sufferer from kidney
and bladder trouUca, and that my phy-

sician informed me that my left kidney
waa in auch condition that there wai no
hope for my recovery.
I waa advised to
try your Swamp-Roo- t
aa a last retort, nod
after taking four lifty-cen- t
sue bottlea, I
patted a gravel atone which weighed ten
grains. I afterwards forwarded you this
gravel atone. Have had no return of any
trouble since that time and cannot say
too much in favor of your wonderful prewhich cures, afparation, Swamp-Root- ,
ter physicians fail.
Very truly your",

F. If. IIORNE,
Route S, Box 30.
Roncboro, N. C.
Personally
appeared before me, this
Slat day of July, lOtfl, F. 11. Home, who
subscribed the above statement and made
oath that the same is true in mitwtance
and in fact.
JAMKS M. If ALL,
Notary Public.
A 300

Horse-Powe-

r

Gasoline Switching

Locomotive.

Letter to
Dr. Kilmer l Co.
N. Y.
BlnShsmton,
"MOTIVE POWER IS GASOLINE
Will Do For You
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
STOPS TRAIN AT ONCE Switching Locomotive That Can Be Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer ft Co.,
Hinplmmtnn, N, Y
for a sample size
Operated at Comparatively
bottle.
It will convince anyone. You
Small Expense.
will also receive a booklet of valuable inDEVICE 8EEM3 TO END POSSIBILformation, telling about the kidneys and
It
places
a
In
some
considered
la
bladder. When w rit inn, be sure nnd menITY OF COLLISIONS.
luxury to use a switching locomotive tion this pnper. Regular
and
because of the expense of malnten-tunc- e
size bottles for tule at alt drug
and the consumption of fuel, itores. Adv.
Most Thorough Testa Are 8ald to while the locomotive Is not In service,
Its Ambition.
Have Demonstrated Value of the
says the Scientific American. Hence,'
Invention Beyond All Possiunless there Is enough work for the . "Wheut Is going up."
suppose it's after the
"Well,
locomotive to do the 24 hours of the
bility of Doubt.
day the work of switching Is done by (ough."
At last a dtvice has been Invented the engines of freight trains. Iu order
DISTRESSING PIMPLES
and successfully tested which appears to provide a suitable locomotive for
to solve the problem of preventing such conditions, In which there will
This device goes bo a minimum of expense for opera- Removed by Cuticura Soap and Ointrullroud coIIIbIoiis.
to the root of the mutter, acting au- tion and no expense during the Idlo
ment. Trial Free.
tomatically with the proper setting of hours of the locomotive, a gasoline
truin signals and relieving the loco- switching engine has been designed
Smear them with the Ointment
motive engineer of all responsibility. and Is now In use at Matador, Texas. Wash off lu live minutes with CutiWhenever the xafety of the train and A photograph of this locomotive Is cura Soap and hut water and continue
Its htiniuu freight depends on a
shown herewith. It has a 300 horse bathing for some minutes. Repeat on
stop, this device Insures, without power engiuo and exercises a tractive rising and retiring. These fragrant
human Intervention, the clotting of the effort of 12.000 pounds, at six miles supercreamy emollients do much for
throttlo and the Belting of the air- per hour. Tho engine is of
the skin, and do It quickly.
brakes.
type, with cylinders II by 15
Sample each free by mall with Book.
Tho most drastic tents covering a inches.
Tho power transmission,
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XY,
period of moro Ihun a year on 107 which Is pneumatically opcruted, is Iioston. Sold everywhere.
Adv.
miles of doublo truck equipped with effected by means of a sprocket on
9il locomotives,
made a triumphant thu crankshaft connected by chain to
Advantage of Silencer.
showing In which there was not one a sleeve working free on the rear drivThis crash of the bullet makes the
fuilure of the device to operate. The ing axlo and Is then transferred under value of the Maxim silencer very little,
device and Its operation are thus de- multiple disk friction-clutcto the for- so far as military efficiency is conscribed in a recent Issue of the Hall- ward driving axle, where, by an oc-- t cerned, In the way thut the fiction
way Ago Gazette:
a roon clutch, the power Is either
writer Imagines the silencer to be useThe uppuratus is
by a series of gears to produce ful, but not to prevent tho enemy from
o called. A rump fixed on the ties, 22 heavy tractive effort and high toniue discovering the position of tho men
inches outsldo ot the track rail, en- for sturtiiig processes, or Is delivered firing as many fancy.
gages a member depending from the (I red to the driving wheels. Once
Its value lies in the fact that It
engine. The ramps are fixed in the the locomotive Is lu motion the gearB eliminates fully half of the recoil of
rear of euch automatic block cignul a are cut out, and tt is operated by the the rille from the action of the gases
sufficient dlKtuiice to allow room In direct c( nn rtlon.
In Its chatvl ers, nnd it gives thp offwhich to Htop fust trulns. The rump,
icers much better control over the Are,
when not electrified, cuusos an appli- FEWER ACCIDENTS ON LINES because of the lessened noise of the
cation of tho air brakes; when elecrifles.
It cms down the roar of the
trified, It energizes an electro magnet Safety
Devices and Greater Care Have Springfield to about the noise of the
which prevents the
nnd thus the ronr of thp rifles
Reduced the Number in GratiS'the engine
of the bruke applying apparatat the firing line Is much reduced, and
Degree.
fying
us. There is no visual or audible sigthe commands of the officers can be
nal, and no speed recorder; neither Is
TIip recidents on Vnlted 8tates
s
heard. Outing.
the operution of the uppurutus affected
in proportion to the total numIn any way by the speed of tho train; ber of pussengers varies widely from
Limits In Literature.
though these additional fea'ures have yetir to vear. The table shows that
Heavenly
'The
read
"You've
been worked out, so that they could In IHOii the amazing toll of 2,550 deaths Twins?' asked an Englishman of an
be readily applied.
occurred among the employees of rail Irishman.
Each ramp is 10 feet long with a muds, while 40,000 were injured
In
"Yes, I have."
short Insulated section In the middle, other words, one man was killed for
"And the Sorrows of Satan?"'
making virtually two contact pieces. every 400 employees and one for every
"Yes."
The outgoing end of the ramp Is kept 20 was Injured. The ratio improved
"And you have rend 'looking Backconstantly electrified, so that an en- In the next ten years, when only one ward
?"
gine moving backward, as In switch- man was killed for every 571 em"How the devil could I do that?"
ing operations,
be ployees.
would never
asked Pat.
topped. The ramps are made of
In I0OO there wore 294 passengers
standard
killed nnd 4.000 Injured
The statisSure Enough.
The contact member on the loco- tics show that In 1900 one passenger
Bacon It Is stated that it takes an
motive consists of a shoe fustened wns killed for every 2,216,601 carried;
to the bottom of a vertically mova- while for every 140,000 passengers one iverngo of 5.SG7 bullets to kill a single man in the present war.
ble piston working agulnst a strong was Injured.
Egbert Why, where in the world
spring, the whole being supported on
In 1010 only one passenger wns
the back end of thu croBshead guides. killed for every 3.500,000 carried. Dur- ire the Innocent bystanders?
The piston is raised three Inches ing the last year 270 passengers were
Last year In the United States 133
when it engages the ramp, the ramp killed In railroad accidents, 2,000 embeing three l.ichcs higher In the cen- ployees, .000 trespassers and 1,200 men lost their lives In the manufacter than at the point near the end others, not trespassers, making the ture of explosives.
where the shoe strikes It.
total for the year about ten thousand,
KNOW NOW
The movement of the piston opens aa compared with 9,900 In 1911 and
And Will Never Forget the Experience).
a valve, allowing air pressure f.om 9,082 in 1910.
the airbrake train line to enter a
During the Inst year the railroads
The coffee drinker who has suffered
small air cylinder In the cab of the paid out on account of injuries a total
and then been completely relieved by
locomotive. This pressure forces a of $27,640,851.
changing from coffee to Postuni know
piston upward; and this piston opersomething valuable. There's no doubt
ates a crank controlled by an elec8 hows Perils of Rail Men.
tric lock. The lock, mounted on an
The hazardous nature of the work about It,
"I learned the truth about coffee In a
axle, revolves If It magnet Is
of locomotive firemen and engineers
but does not revolve If the formed the subject of the testimony peculiar way," says a California wommagnet is energized.
Revolving, an presented at Chicago before the fed an. "My husband who has, for years,
arm attached to It operates a
eral board of arbitration hearing the been of a bilious temperament decided
valve, allowing air pressure wage dispute of 65,000 employees and to leave off coffee and give Post urn a
trial, and as 1 did not want the trouble
from the train line to enter the oper- 98 western railroads.
I
ating cylinder.
This oiens the
About 50 per cent of the firemen on of making two beverages for mealsrevalve, giving a western roads "die with their boots concluded to try Postum, too. The
service application of the frakes, and on," according to A. H. llawley, grand sults have been that while my husband
I have mysecretary-treasure- r
closes the throttle.
of the firemen's has been greatly benefited,
The electric lock Is operated by a brotherhood. Forty-seveper cent, be self received even greater benefit
"When I began to drink Postum I
current from the roadside battery con- said, die In service and from railroad
was thin In flesh and very nervous.
veyed through a wire extending frcrtn accidents.
Now ! actually weigh 16 pounds more
the shoe upward through a pipe to
"Of 1.224 disabilities reported to the
the box In the locomotive cab which brotherhood, 691 were caused by blind- than I did at that time and I am
my nerves,
contains the lock
ness and amputation," Mr. Hawley tes- stronger physically and In
Thus the absence of the electric cur- tified. For the last ten years there while husband Is free from all his alls.
"We have learned our little lesson
rent at a ramp, from any cause, will have been 6,026 deaths of brotherhood
about coffee and we know something
result in the application of the air- member and 1,224 disabilities.
about Postum, too, for we have used
brakes. There la train line pressure
Postum now steadily for the last three
In all pipes, and a failure of pipes or
Railroader as Citizens.
years and we shall continue to do so.
Weir connection also causes a stop.
The management of the Ruffalo,
"We have no more use for coffee
Rochester & Pittsburgh railroad has
Largest Locomotive.
promulgated a new code of operating the drug drink. We prefer Postum and
health."
A hundred years ago the first loco- rules wherein Is set forth the close
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
motive weighed about six tons, and
the rosd la endeavoring to Creek,
"
Mich. Rend "The Road to
drew eight loaded cars. At present establish with employees and Its depkgs.
In
he
the largest locomotive reported to
sire that the latter shall be not only
Postum comes In two forms:
In use Is a huge compound engine safe and reliable railroad men, but valRegular Postum must be well boiled.
which measures 120 feet over all and uable and valued citizens of their reweighs 750,000 pounds. It Is an oil spective communities, aa well. To that 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder.
burner and carries 4,000 gallons of oil end employees are adjured to mainteaspoonful dissolves quickly In a
and 12.000 gallons of water. It cost tain a correct attitude toward the pub- A
cup of hot watpr nnd. with cream and
$45,000 to build. These giants have lic at all times, as well as to do their
sugar, makes a delicious beverage Inreached a point where one locomotive duty to the best of their ability a:id
hinged
in the are given assurance that everyone Is stantly. 30c and 50c tins.
Is so long that It is
The cost per cup of both kinds Is
middle with a flexible Joint so that regarded by the management as In
line for promotion, preferment depend- about the same.
It can turn a curve without
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
ing wholly upon himself.
sold bv Grocers
From

the Bclentlflc American.

fifty-cen- t

sud-do- u
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FRUIT ON DRY LAND

Important Point to Remember It to
Plant All Tree and 8ma.l Plants
Farther Apart Than Cuatcm.
that

Guess Wrong Again

ID

GROWING

d

.

n

Well-vllle.-

(By JOHN ROBERTSON.
B.

OlinflTP TUntT

MOTHEfi! LOOK AT

onuuio i hull,
THEN KILLS SELF

In growing fruit without Irrigation, MAN, FOR LOVE OF GIRL 8LAY8
all trees and small fruit plants must
HER FATHER, SHOOTS MOTHER
be planted farther apart than la the
AND WOUNDS DETECTIVE.
custom.
This is a very Important
point to remember.
Where there Is
little rainfall and a dry subsoil, each
tree or plant must have enough Indi- RICH MINING MAN SLAIN
vidual surface surrounding it to draw
moisture from, according to Us size
and nature of growth. We cannot get
something for nothing, nor can we HIGHWAYMEN SHOOT WM. DICK
grow plants without moisture; and
A8 HE DRIVES IN AUTO ON
they must have enough to do their
LA VETA ROAD.
best
Those who are planting apple trees
16 feet apart each way on dry subsoil
Weilern NeWiipapcr L'nlun Nei
land cannot succeed. This Is Just as
when told ho
Denver. Frenzied
certain as that two given numbers
must cease his attention towurd their
make a certain sum In a mathematical
daughter, Carmello, and
problem. Apple trees should not be
planted closer than 30 feet apart each was ordered away from their home,
way. They will not need all the Paul Rigo, an Italian railroad luborer,
moisture between them at this dis- 53 yeurs old, shot and probably fatally
tance apart until ten or twelve years wounded Mary Sacco, 00 yeurs old,
old, and small fruits or other crops turned his weapon on her huubund,
may be grown between them till about I. nca, CO, and inflicted wounds which
this age, but one must use care and cuused his death an hour later In the
Judgment as to how much or how long county bcspitul.
Then ts three city detect hid closed
to crop between the trees. It Is better to make the mistake of cropping ' In on liigo m ar the Sacco home, the
too little than too much. Trees plant- enraged man placed oiut of his two
ed 16 feet apart will grow as well as ' revolvers against bis right ear, and
those 30 feet apart for the first ten with the other weapon opened fire
Peter Curr, JanitM
years, If there is nothing plnnted be- 'on Detectives
tween them, but after, about that time Kramer and Coleman Bell, dangerous
there will not be moisture enough to ly wounding the latter.
When tho lust shell from his autosupply the Increasing drain mnde as
matic pistol had been fired at the ofs
they grow larger.
Even If
of the trees were dug out, noth- ficers, Hlgo killed himself with the
ing would have been gained, for the remaining shell In the revolver Willi
orchard would only be starting to bear which he had shot Sacco and his wife.
1 he tragedy wus enacted in tho Italpaying crops of fruit; while if the
rows are 30 feet apart, and one row of ian colony In North Denver.
small fruit plants are set between
Mining Man Shot From Ambush.
each two rows of trees, by the time
Wulsenburg, Colo., Feb. 15. William
the trees need all the moisture, the
Binnll fruits will have done their best, Dick, 45, director of the First National
and one can dig them up, feeling he Hank of Wulxuiihurg, one of the ownhas been well repnld. It is Important, ers of the Oukview coal mine and a
too, that the outside row of any kind pnrtner In the ow'nershlp of the Huerof trees or plants bo planted not closer fano and Plnon Trading Companies,
than 15 feet from a prairie grass which supply a chain of stores
southern Colorado, wus
growing border. There is little mois- throughout
ture under a prairie sod after a long shot from ambush and Instantly killed,
four miles from Wnlsenburg, Saturday
dry spell.
Tho hind should be In thorough cul- afternoon, whtlo driving to the
mine w.th $0,500 In cash to be
tivation before trees are plantpd, and
the last plowing should be extra deep, used in paying tho men.
Dick wns at the wheel of a big mabecause It Is not going to be plowed
again and should be in condition to chine when the shots were fired from
take in a heavy rainfall. No expensive behind a bridge, byabout fifty feet awuy.
the first bullet and
tools are required; simply a strong He was struck
plow set to run deep and a released his hold upon the wheel. The
car, which wus traveling rapidly, cagood team to pull It.
reened, crashed through an irrigating
ditch and turned upon Its side. Thu
ROADS
MUCH IMPROVED DIRT
assuRsins, who until that time had
been collect led behind u.e bridge, then
Intelligent Use of Drag Will Benefit ran to his side and seurched his pockets. The turning over of tho car unRoadway, No Matter What the
doubtedly suve.l the cash, as the
Nature of the Soil Is.
money was pinned beneath the rear
The dirt road can be very much Im- seat, where It hud been concealed.
(itibriel L. Murphy, a Wulsenburg livproved by the intelligent use of the
road drag. This has been proved be- eryman, was the only witness to the
He wus driving toward the
yond a doubt In the states that have crime.
legislated In favor or road dragging. mh.e. about l.alf a mile behind Dick,
when he heard the shots. Looking up,
No matter what the soil, the Intelligent use of the drag will Improve the he saw tho car dash from tho road and
roadway. Mind you, I used the word turn over. Two men. he says, sprang
from the bridge and ran to the
Intelligent, says a writer In Successwrecked machine. Murphy then turned
ful Farming.
A sandy
soil Is hard to handle. his horse about and drove at breakWhere gravel Is available a gravel neck speed to Wnlsenburg, where he
containing considerable clay a sur- notified Sheriff Jeff Farr, and posses
facing of six or eight Inches with this were organized, which scoured the
mnterlal will greatly benefit a sandy hills, and are believed to be closing In
on the assassins from three sides from
road.
The first thing essential In road Im- whnt ts believed to be their hiding
You place In the hills. The spot where the
provement Is good drainage.
first get the water away from the sides killing took place Is in an exceedingly
road lonesome country, on the road to the
of the road so the
o. ...i ,k. mini., nnd die slayers had
bed can dry out and harden. When
of time for concealment In the
the side drainage Is perfect, then the plenty
next essential Is to crown the road neighboring hills.
so that surface drainage off the road
Guard Shot by Union Heed Dies.
is perfect. Even a dirt road cannot
Butte, Mont. Thomas Mimro, the
get very muddy If the water has no
chance to stand In the wheel tracks speclul mine guurd shot by Hurry RobWith surface water eliminated, and inson, a labor leader, died here.
ditch water taken care of, the roadbed
NEW THREAT TO NEUTRALS.
cannot soften very much.
Every highway, whatever its con
struction, should be patrolled by a Ships Face in Sea Zone Same Risks
as If In Battle Line.
man who ts on the lookout for clogged
The Hague. Feb. 15. The German
ditches and the breaking of the road
A shovel In the hands of legation has agoln warned neutral
surface.
ngn!nst entering the war area
a road walker will do more to make
good roads than the most elaborate around the British Isles as defined by
outfit used only when roads become the German Admiralty, and to the
original note adds the following:
Impassable.
"Since Germany, following tho example of Great Britain, declared as a
ALFALFA
PLANTING
TIME FOR
war zone on and after Feb. 18, English ana Irish waters, the British have
Best Results Secured by Doing Work declared all the ports of England war
in Wettest 8eason of the Year-A-void
ports, and have justified tho use of
Crust on Soil.
neutral flags on merchant vessels.
Germany, therefore, ts again obliged
It Is very Important when planting to warn all neutral ships against enthe teed that no crust should form tering English roast waters after Feb.
therefore It Is advisable 18 as from that date the German Adabove
when using a press drill to plant only miralty will prosecute the war with all
when the top Inch Is dry. The drill means at Ita disposal against British
with chain drags rhould be used In war ports and British armed merHalf chant ships."
clay soli or in moist weather.
an Inch to an Inch Is the best depth
Resclnda Rifle Sale Ban.
to plant It In sandy soil, but In clay
Secretary Garrison
Washington.
loam even less I better. The best
time to plant alfalfa Is the wettest has rescinded his order of last month
season of the year. The seed Is small. prohibiting the sale of army rifles to
It cannot be put In very deep, and If Natlonnl Rifle Association clubs.
It sprouts and then dries out before
the next rain comes It Is gone. For Kaiser Invites Gerard to Meet Him.
Iondon, Feb. 15. The German Emthis reason we do not recommend fall
peror, according to an Exchange
planting.
dispatch from The Hague, has
Some have been successful with late
planting and recommend it to their Invited the American ambassador to
neighbors, but taking It by and large Germany, James W. Gerard, to a conwe find that only about 40 per cent ference at Eastern headquarters.
obtain a stnnd, while spring planting
Gov. Carlson Past Danger Point.
gives over 75, when the plowing and
Denver, Feb. 15. The crisis in the
other work has been properly done.
condition of Gov. Carlson, who has
pneumonia, has been passed safely, ac
Cut Down Horse's Feed.
Aa tlio hard work eases up on the cording to his physician, nnd the governor Is now on the road to recovery.
horses cut dowrt their feed
three-fourth-

Ohk-vie-

deep-seate-

CHIiLTOHGUE

Hot Springs.
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d

ves-sol- s

tt

Tele-g.np-
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cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs"

If

A lax tflve today saves a alck child
tomorrow. Children simply will not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach
sour.
Look at the tongue, mother! If coated, or your child Is listless, cross, feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full or cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give a
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
FigB," then don't worry, because It If
perfectly harmless, and In a few hour
all this constipation poison, sour bile
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the bowels, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thorough "Inside cleansing" Is ofttimes all
that Is necessary. It should be the
first treatment given In any sickness.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrupi.
bottle of
Ask at the store for a
'California Syrup of FigR," which has
full directions for bnblps, children of
plainly
all ages and for grown-upprinted on the bottle. Adv.
s

An Old Contention.
"How did she happen to decide thut
ho was her soul mute?"
"Ho wus demonstrating a new dance
at her house and broke a costly vase."
"I don't see how she figured thai
out."
"Neither do I, but there is a great
deal In the philosophy of women that
can't ho figured out."

SAGE TEA AND SULPHUR
DARKENS YOUR GRAY HAIR,
Look Years Younger!
Try Grandma'!
Recipe of Sage and 8ulphur and
Nobody Will Know.

Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur properly compounded, brings buck the nutural color and
lustre to the hair when faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, Itching
Years
scalp and Btops fulling hair.
ago the only way to get this mixture
was to make it at home, which la
mussy and troublesome.
Nowadays we simply ask at any
drug store for "Wyetb'a Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy." You will get (a
large bottle for about 60 cents. Everybody uses this old, famous recipe, because no one can possibly tell that
you darkened your hair, as It does It
so naturally and evenly. 'You dampen
a sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand lit a time; by morning the gray hair disappears, and
after another application or two, your
lair becomes beautifully dark, thick
and glosBy and you look years younger.
Adv.

The day has passed when we can
pretend to know things. People want
to he shown.
A GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT,
Mr. F. C. Case of Welcome Lake.
"I suffered with BackPa., writes:
ache and Kidney Trouble. My bead
ached, my sleep was bioken and un-I felt
refresbing.
heavy and sleepy
after meals, was
always
nervous
and tired, bad a

bitter taste

In my

mouth, was dizzy,

had

floating

specks beforj my
'eyes, was alwaji
M- F. C. Case.
thirsty, had
t
dragging sensation across my loins,
difficulty In collecting my thought
was
with
troubled
and
shortness of breath. Dodda Kidney Pills
have cured me of these complaints.
Dodds Kidney Pills have done their
work and done It well. You are at
liberty to publish this letter for the
benefit of any sufferer who doubts the
merit of Dodds Kidney Pills."
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodda Medicine Co,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, Dainty Recipes; also music of
National Anthem. All I tent free.
Adv.
t

man may boast of bis ancestors
because he has nothing to look forward to.
A

IS EPILEPSY

CONQUERED?

New Jersey Physician Said to Have
Many Cures to His Credit
Red Bank, N. J. (Special). Advlcee
from every direction fully confirm previous reports that the remarkable
treatment for epilepsy being administered by the consulting physician of
the Kline Laboratories, of this city, la
achieving wonderful results. Old and
stubborn cases have been greatly benefited and many patients claim to have
been entirely cured.
Persons suffering
from epilepsy
should write at once to Kline Laboratories, Branch 48, Red Bank, N. J., for
a supply of the remedy, which is being distributed gratuitously.
Adv.

It's surprising how many things yon
'an find to criticize and how very few
to commend.
Ready money Is seldom ready whea
you wont to borrow some.

They say in Mexico- - Good
morning! Who is president this
morning?

The Clovis News
The News Printing Company

at the post

Clovis, N. M.

office

as second

at

class

matter under the act of March
3. 1879.

THE

The Curren Agency

LAWYER

FIRST

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

NATIONAL

Real Estate
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

Times are picking up! That
New Mexico.
wave of prosperity which has Clovis,
beed heralded by the optimistic
press must now be at hand.
Last week we had the pleas
ure of looking at a perfectly
gooa silver
Clovis, N. M.
dollar We even
had it in our possession
for a Admitted to practice in all courts
few moments felt its feel, car
ressed it, and then a greedy
creditor came and took it away
from us. However, we can say
Attorneys at Law
once more in our life we have
Office in Worley Bldg.
had a whole dollar in our pos
Opposite Postoffie
session, at least, for a few brief
Rooms 4 and 5.
moments, an J therefore, pros
peritymust be at hand; for it Clovis,
New Mexico.
is a well known fact that the
printer Is always the last one
to feel the influence of those,
to him, mythical"waves of pros
Physician and Surgeon
perity." We should not neglect to say, that fleeting dollar
Office in Jackson Bldg,
was handed to us by a subscribOpposite Postoffice
er. Ex.
Office Phone 231 -- Residence 269

T. J. Mabry

TERMS

OF SUBSCRIPTION

Year
Months
Six

$1.00
50c

Don't expose your ignorance
by calling it "Mexico."
We
a foreign country.

That's

live in
"New Mexico" under the star
spangled banner, United States
of America.

great World's Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition at San Fran

cisco was opened with impressFriday.
last
ive ceremonies
This is in
celebration of the
completion of the Panama Canal.
It you can t be a
bell cow
then fall in behind in the Cta
vis booster procession but get
into the game along the line some
place. We have the best town,
the best citizens, and the best
country in the southwest and
we want the people to know it.
Two murder trials in the district court this week are holding the center of the stage of
The defendants
attraction.
were citizens of Texas and if
they had done their killing at
home. Curry County would have
been spared the heavy expense
of the trials.
Wine, or women
or cards at the border town
are, no doubt, largely responsible for both affairs.
The convei ging of all the Santa Fe lines in eastern New
Mexico at Clovis has made it the

greatest railroad center in the
state. Twelve passenger trains
arrive and depart daily. The
new train schedule is resulting in bringing hundreds of passengers over the route each
day, who otherwise, would have
traveled over the other line.
This section of New Mexico
is on the verge of the greatest
boom in its history.
New Mexico is in about the
best shape of any state in the
union and Curry county is in
the best shape of any county in
the state, said a prominent Santa Fe official in the city last
week. Curry County banks are
full of money, the farmers made
a good crop and are now getting
big prices for it and the live
stock industry was never so
promising as now. This new
era of prosperity is being felt
in Clovis and the business men
generally wear that look of
satisfaction. Rents have advanced 25 per cent and property
values have increased at least
20 per cent in the last 60 days.
There is no complaint to be
heard about dull times and every
bidy seems to have money
The indications at this time
point to another prosperous year.

Who Runs the Paper?

wr

Are You a Praetorian?

A

If you have not investigated The Praetorians you
cannot appreciate, our Life Insurance Policies.

I I

20 Year Pay Our Leader
Our 20 year pay policy is one of the best policies
issued. It is our leader. You have a paid up
policy in 20 years. This policy costs
less than
Old Line Insurance. Why not save the money?
Investigate The Praetorians
Is AH We Ask.
Our Deputies in Clovis are

X

1--

3

J. R. Elmore and J. H. Woodruff
see them

The Praetorian

at

once!

Home Office
Dallas. Texas

l

E. M.

Iniirance
--

owners.

; Money! Money!;
We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short notice.

S. A. JONES, President
S. J. BOYK1N, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

& jl

Government
Depository
Postal
Savings

Dr. J. R. Haney

Physician & Surgeon

Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment mstters
and to explain any banking
rules and customs with
which you are unfamiliar.

OFFICE IN ELKS HOME

4,

For the above occasion a special train will be run to
on Feb. 28, leaving Clovis at 0:30 p., m. with through
sleepers. Railroad fare for the round trip $18.00. Tickets
on sale Feb. 28 to March 2. with return limit Marv.'h loth.
Rate for sleeper $2 75 lower anil $2.20 for up:rs.
EI-Pa-

L. R.

First National
Bank
Your Bank

O.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

NEW MEX.

First Class Work.
112

DR. A. L. DILLON
Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Ott Flnt Natloaal luk,
'

faa.

Iwaartaa

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating

diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nost
and Throat and Fitting Glassts.
DR. H.

R GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute

and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Office 103

1--

2

L. A. Dickman,

m. d.
...Physician & Surgeon...
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 63.
Res. 219.

.....

ALSO FIT GLASSES...

Clovis,

New Mex.

Walker's Market
for all kinds of

Meats and Produce
Phone

mrmiwm

123.

Phone

L

i.

i wun.ji.

win

123.

Notice of Contest
Department of the Interior, United State.
Land Office. Tucumcari. N. M. Jan.. 21. 19 16
To John Brubaker, of Texleo. N. M. Content.
You ar. hereby notified
that Jamea W.
Jon.i, wh Rivet Claud. N. M. aa hi. poet
office addre.4, did on Jan. 8, lulli file In this
oflle. hladuly corroborated application to con- teat and eocur. the cancellation of your llome- Sept. 12.
012314
tead E. Ser. No.
made
119 for 8E4 Sec. 25 Tshp. 6 N. Mange 34 E.
New atoxic) I'rin. M. and a. irrounda fur hi.
content, he alienee that Entryman ha. wholly
abandoned ald land for a
of over S
yoar. taut pant and that he ha never ratal
linhed a bona fide rcaidince on the land.
You are. therefore, further notified that the
.aid allegations will he taken hy this office a.
having lieen confitmuM hy ynu. and your naid
entry will ho cancelled
thereunder without
your further right to lie heard therein, either
before thi. ofliro or on apiioal. if you fail to file
inthiaoflico within twenty day. after the
t hi.
notice
fourth publication uf
your an.wer.
un
ahown
below.
a.
reapondinir
apecificaily
and
oath,
meetina:
der
to theee alloKaliona of conteat. or If yuu fall
within that time to III. in the. office due proof
a copy of your an.war
that you have aerved
on the aakl contestant either in Demon, or by
reentered mail. If thia Mrvicaia made by th.
d.llv.ryof a copy of your anawar to th. conteat
auch
proof
of
ant In person,
aerrio
rnunt be either the aald eonteatant'a written ack
.how-in- s
copy,
nowledgment of hi. receipt of th.
th. data of Ita receipt, or th. altldavlt of
th. peraon by whom th. delivery waa made
.tatlne whan and where tha copy waa deliver,
mail, proof of auch aar- ed; If mad. by
vice muat con.iat of tha affidavit of th. peraon
by whom th. copy waa mailed .latin whan and
the poet office to which it waa mailed and thla
affidavit muat lie accompanied by th. poatmaat
er e receipt for the letter.
You rhould utate In your anawer the name of
the poat office to which you dealra future no
ticea to be eon I to you.
P. Ixjnohoo,

Ui'KUIer.
y Uaca. Receiver.

Felipe Bandit
Date of flint publication Feb
"
" accond
Fi b.
"
" third
Fob.
"
" fourth
Feb.

6, 1016
12.

Clovis, New Mexico.

South Main St.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY ANI) TRANSI

LINE

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

H. E, 012344
Contot No. M75

K.

2

Hot and Cold Hatha

Milium.

a.

Swearingin

of tha Arm of On. Pml
of Romll

...I

Checking accounts are invited in any amounts and
absolute safety is afforded
every dollar.

New If ex.

D. D.

CONARTY, Agent.

Make The

R. R. DUNCAN

Clovis,

JOHNSON,
WYATT
Manager.

The Panhandle and Southwestern
Stockmen's Association.
El Paso, Texas, March 2,-1915

Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326

RmMmm

Write for prices.

Annual Convention of

D. L. Connell, M. D.

Oflle. Phon. 1M.

The Hoswell Nursery
Co. has 50000 home
grown trees in Fruit,
Sliadn and Avenue
trees.

M M A M M

Physician & Surgeon

CLOVIS,

Trees!

See the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
and best companies.

for

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

DENTIST
Office Opposite P.
Phone 89.

Trees!

Trees!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

U.S.

1915

19. 1916
26 1915

Notice.

Orders taken for all kinds of
D. E. Jordan, of Fulton, Ky., nursery stock. Would be pleas
is here for the benefit of his ed to call on you and serve you
health. He expects to remain for anything in this line.
W. F. Bay less.
about six months.

ft

Mrs. G. D. Mrtler ana
son Billy, of Waco, are visiting
her mother Mrs. W. H. Shumate.

See us at once!

Chapman

Office Opposite Postoffie

H

IBBFl"lia

Clovis.
New Mexico

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

w

Land Business a Specialty.
of nil kinds.
for non resident
examined
Taxes paid and records
Notary Public in OflVt.
.
.

of

'

In a neighboring county an
evangelist took the editor of the
local paper to task because the
editor accepted a certain advertising contract. The good man
forgot that for years the editor
had given freely of his space to
help the church; had printed
columns of notices of services,
meetings,
suppers, entertainments and lectures, all free. In
donating this space the editor
had given more than the equivalent of cash. He had given
publicity and thus had done
more to support the church and
pay the minister's salary than
any three members of the
church had done. An editor
has but two sources of income,
his subscription list and his
space. Yet, in this case, when
he sold his space he lost a subscriber. Of course,
no one
need subscribe to a paper unless!
he wishes to do so, but no subscriber should want to diitate
to the editor as to what he
should publish. Many editors
will not accept certain lines of
advertising. Other editors cannot afford, perhaps, to be so
independent.
Business conditions often govern these matters.
A rich and prosperous Philadelphia weekly of national circulation for years declined the
advertisements
of cigarette
manufacturers.
Business has
fallen off lately for many of the
big magazines. Now that paper
is accepting cigarette advertising. Perhaps the editor needs
the money, and who shall blame
him if he sells his space to the
American Tobacco Company?
Collier's too we hear, is letting
down the bars, just a little.
That's all right.
Let them
down a little further, as long as
fakirs and grafters and swindlers are kept out. No one can
run a paper to please everyone,
be that paper big or little. It
is the editor's paper and it is
his living. He is the one who
should judge what should and
what should not be published
in its columns.
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Reese & Pardue

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

(v. s. commissioner)

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

On.-

The

W. A. Gillenwater

Signs of Prosperity.

Publishers.
Entered

PROFESSIONAL

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

...K. C. BARBER SHOP...
SNELL1NGS & GREENWOOD, Props.
A Clean. Sanitary Shop with Best Fixtures in the City.
Hot and Cold Baths.
Shining Stand.
CLOVIS.

NEW MEXICO.

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T. & S. F. HOSPITAL WORK

SANITARY

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

-

ft

G

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone 38.
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE CLOVIS NEWS FEBRUARY

1

No. 22

'
(Kansas City Express)
WEST BOUND

No. 114
No. 21

(The Missionary)

No. 117

(From Kansas City)
NORTH BOUND
(From Pecos Valley)
SOUTH BOUND
(Pecos Valley Express)

No. 938
No. 937

VIA. LUBBOCK
No. 921
No. 933

(South from East)
(Texas Daily)

Local and Personal

Arrive 7:10 A.
Leave 7:45 A.
Leave 3:10 P.

M.
M.
M.

Claud

Notes

Miss Curtis and

Arrive 7:35 A.
Leave 8:00 A.
Arrive 1:10 A.
Arrive 6:30

Moss Boyd

visited their sister one day last

M.
M.
M.

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clack and son

A. M.

attended preaching services at
the school house Sunday morn-

Leave 8:10 A.

ing.
Sam Pipkin spent Wed nesday
and Thursday in Clovis.
Dr. Baker, the father of Mrs.

M.

CUT OFF

Arrive 7:15 A.
Leave 7:35 A.

M.
M.

Kelly, left for Kansas, Friday
to visit his daughter.
Hobart Rork and Jay Marks
Clovis visitors Monday.
were
Mrs. C. O. McLean returned
Vernon
and Willis Jones were
this week from an extensive
Monday,
Clovis
in
Dem-invisit in Aurora, Ills, and
Mrs. Roberts called on Mrs.
N. M.
Sunday afternoon.
Marks
Stoneware, Crocks, Churns
E,
A. Roberts was hoi.u Satand Jugs. Barry Hardware Co.
urday
and Sunday.
J. B. Briscoe, trainmaster of
Mr. and Mrs. McR?ynoldi
the Santa Fe for this division,
is attending to official business were in Clovis Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Kelly and
in the city. Roswell (WednesMiss Ada Stahl were in Clovis
day News.)
Try a "short order" at the Wednesday night attending the
show.
Busy Bee Cafe
t
J. Jones from Oklahoma, is
J. H. Barlow, formerly of this visiting his
mother for a few
place, returned to Clovis after
ua s.
a year's absence, and has acGeorge I'aggart called at the
cepted a position with the Santa
Boyd home Monday night.
Fe in the car department.
C. H. Westiall and son called
Queensware
Kitchen
and
the Rnik home Wednesday
at
Usefuls Barry Hardware Co. morning
Sam McWhirter is again in
C. V. Kelley called on Mr.
in Clovis, shaking hands with Thornton Friday morning, he is
his many friends, after several planning to build a new room t
month's absenc from the city. his house.
g,

Little Marcella Shaw Van is
seriously ill with pneumonia.
Mrs. Fritz B. Herod has accepted a position with Mears
Pharmacy.
Under

new

management-Bu-

Bee Cafe.

sy
2- -t

There are rumors of the esof another drug
tablishment
store in Clovis soon.
High grade gasolene and coal
oil. Barry Hardware Co.
J. A. Smith, a hustling farm
er from near Texico, was in the
city, Monday.
Why go hungry. E it at the
t
Busy Bee Cafe
W. I. Luikart leaves for eastern maikets this week to buy
f pring and summer stock for his
big department store.
They check grips free at the
Busy Bee Cafe 212 S. Main St.
See the Trey O'Hearts at th
Lyceum. Read the story in the
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson and
Clovis News. The picture and children, and E. Honeycutt rethe story correspond.
turned to thuir home in Siiaw-neOklahomi, Monday after
Dick
Harry L. Buttrey
visiting
relatives in Clovis the
Price, of Wellington, were in
They were accomweek.
past
the city Saturday en route to
by Dick Honeycutt.
panied
home
olT
Albuquerque, having stopped
friend,
old
time
to visit their
O. PattUon.
this week purCash Ramey.
chased the Abney farm, two
It's better to be safe than miles east of the old country
satisfied. Texus State Bank of club house for a consideration
Farwell. The Guaranty Fund said to be about $2,000. The
deal was made through Ramey
Bank.
and W ilkinson.
Miss Kendall will leave the
There was such a crowd at
last of the week for St Luis
to purchase her spring and sum- the Methodist church to hear
She ex- evangelist Mcintosh and singer
mer stock of goods.
pects to be ready to move into Anderson at Sunday night's
her new building by the first of meeting that that the seating
capacity of the church was overmonth.
taxed and many were turned
Bank,
of
The Texas State
away.
Guaranty
Fund
is
a
Farwell,
Bank. What's better lor the
This was the best 15th of the
'
farmer.
month for collection that I have
O. J. Hardin, of St. Louis. had in my business experience
Wyley Jones, of Hereford1, Joe in Clovis, said A. B. Austin of
Phillips, of Amarillo, H. D. the Model Grocery. Everybody
Ratcliff, of Ft. Worth and Allen had plenty of money and seemed
Moore, of Lubbock, registered anxious to pay up their bills in
Pay
at the Reidoria the first of the full. The 15th is the R. R.
day.
week.
W. I. Luikart and wife left
It's always policy to keep
Monday
for the markets in Kanyour money where you can get
City
and St Louis, where
sas
accommodations, we are taking
will
purchase the spring
they
care of our old customers and
summer
and
stock of goods for
on
some
are in position to take
department
big
the
Luikart
Bink
State
Texn
ones.
new
will also
Mr.
Luikart
store.
of Farwell.
handle millinery which departWe will give you absolutely ment will be in charge of an exfree for the postage (25cts) perienced milliner from the east.
three of the leading magazines
Blanks.
for a year, out of a list of a
Sale Contracts,
will
subscribe
Furniture
you
hundred, if
for the News at $1.00 a year or proper form Lease Blanks, Chatpay up your back subscrip- tel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds,
tion for that amount. Can you Bills of Sale, Power of Attorney.
beat that proposition? Come in Warranty Deed3, Notes and all
and look over the sample maga- kinds of legal blanks for sale at
zines and make your selections. the News office.
2--

2--
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Curren Agency Co.

COUNTRY

Clovis Time Card
EAST BOUND
(Chicago Flyer)

19. 1915

Miss Florence O'Hara is stay
ing with Miss Boyd while her
mother and sister are in Kansas
City.
Miss Mildred Rork called on
Fay Milks Tuesday afternoon.

Pumpkin Center Paragraphs
Tim Kegans was on the sick
list last week, but is well now.
Miss Ethel Bradshaw and little
Paul were visitors at the school
house Tuesday.
We are all sorry to lose Mr.
Flournoy and Robert as neigh
bors and ask God to bless their
future lives.
A. B. Douglass after quite a
bit of work succeeded in getting
his house moved over onto the
McDaniel place last week.
Mr. Flournoy and Robert were
visttors at the Douglass home,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Douirlass
were in Clovis Tuesday.
Little Neva Joe Pace spent
Monday night with Sa lie
Hiie-ma-

Sal- eQuarter section good land,
deeded, 7 miles north of Clovis,
improvements. Price $6 per A.
"his
on
ranch
windbreak
adobe
Sal- esouth of Blacktower which is a
Good quarter section deeded
good invention.
land near Grady. Price $4 per
A. B. Douglass has moved Acre.
his residence to the Pete McSection, tight land. 20 miles
Daniel farm.
northwest of Clovis, Price $4000.
R. H. Crook made a trip to Trad- eClovis Mondoy.
160 acres in Ozarks, Ark. 120
Miss Edna Wilson, of Clovis, acres cultivable, balance timber.
visited Ollie Crook Saturday 8 acres in bearing orchard,
or
night and Sunday.
etc., to trade for
land.
County
Curry
of
section
back
come
T. J. Ferguson has
I don't think he Inquire Ozarks.
once more.
will leave any more as this
makes his third time, "the
land all fenced, well
charm."
and wind mill, barns, 3 room
house, 5 miles southeast of Clovis. $1G0 per annum.
vin-var-

Frio Facts.

Bettis has gone to Go
vis to bring home a bunch of
yearlings, he bought lately.
Jim Brown is helping him.
Misses Eula and Alta Iham
visited Merle and Kate Davis
lasr. Saturday nu'ht
None of our community se-to have any business before the
district court. Bless goodness
for it
W. N.

Revival Services

at Lyceum.
Rev. Mcintosh will hold ser

is

"Aint."
Blacktower Budget.

Every body has the spring
fever and wants to g) to work.
Mrs. R. H. Crook entertained
a host of young folks Saturday
night.
J. W. Eller is building an

Lease-G- ood

level quarter section, 4
miles from City, all fenced. 1 1!
of crop share or $50 pr annum.
Trade
Second hand Automobile ami
horses to trade for deeded quarter within 8 miles of Clovis. Inquire No. 40.

-

CURREN AGENCY CO.

The Curry County
Republican Central Com.
W. A
Havener. Chairman:
Dr.
W. J. Curren, Secretary;

vices at the Lyceum Sunday af
Chapman, Treasurer.
ternoon for men only. The
Prect. No. 1. E T. Jernigan.
regular evening service will also
A. L. Gurley, Clovis. N. M.
be held at the same place while
Prert. No. 2. Mr. Hunter.
the services Sunday morning
Mr. Ripley, Texico, N M.
at 11 a. in. will be at the
George B.
Precinct No. 3
Methodist church.
Ormsby, Joseph G. Brawley.
Havener, N. M.
Prect. No. 4. C. J. Shoup.
Market Prices.
25cts St. Vrain, N. M.
Butter Fat
8cts
Hens
Precinct No. 5. C. F. Dough-ton- ,
R. C Edgell. Melrose. N. M
6cts
Roosters
lOcts
Turkeys
Precinct No. 6. A. F. R)ach.
12
Eggs
Fields, N. M.
95cis
Maize per 100 lbs
Precinct No. 7. J. F. Smith-son- ,
95cts
Kaffir
J. C. Trickey, Grady, N. M
95cts
Feteri taper 100 lbs
Prect. No. 8. W. H. Musick.
$1.25
Indian Corn, " "
Sam
Mulhair. Hollene. N M
2 00
Millet Seed. " "
Prect, No. 9. Stewart Over(Big German)
ton,
F. C. Blumlein. Clovis, N M.
Wheat, per bu
$1.25
Precinct No. 10. Claude KelCane Seed, no market
Broom Corn, $35 to $G5 per ly, George McLean. Claud. N. M.
ton.
Precinct No. 11 -- Vacant.
W. A. Havener,
(Correct)
Chairman,
Thankful for New Mexico.
W. J. Curren.
(Wrtten fur Clovis News by Mrs. Josse 1.
Secretary.
Jonas. Texico. N. M.I
"I thank Gotl for Now Mexico more than any
other plat'. I guess:
With Ha prairies an Rraen. not ashamed to be
seen, H'a the fairest land of the West.
Nowhere, elsewhere in all the world, doe a
breeae blow moat of the time.
Nowhere, cl.ewhere in all the worlil. in there
so healthy a cl ime.

elsewhere in ail the worlil, Is the
water half so pure.
elsew he re can people be found with
strength more able to endure.
The trials and discouragements we so often
meet on our journey here below,
(.elsewhere can people be found,
Nowhe
who to each other more kindness bestow.
Nowhsro.

Bertha Atwell had a fight
with the stove pipe Monday and
the stove pipe got th jbast of
her.
A number of our young people
attended the Valentine party at
Mr. Crook's Saturday night and
report an excellent time.
The school has gone into battle
and ask any volunteer in the
neighborhood to help in the
struggle. The principal enemy

d

1--

Nowhere,

elsewhere in this great world, is
there a richer better soil.
Nowhere, elsewhere in this sre.it world, can
we vain with so liule toil.
Nowhere can you lind a country on earth.
Nowhere,

with a greater abundance of grain
Than New Mexico produced luxt year, with a
limited supply of rain.
Our schools are growing; anil improving each
day. as chiklren. can not by law, slay away:
We have roads like a floor without any hill
and many ride around in automobiles;
Our farmers can ride and do their field
work, no stumps and bushes for them to shirk:
The cow and separator, the house and the sheep
Muke a living for ua while we rent and sleep.
We invite you to come to th is land of sunshine
with Its many advantages for all mahkind.
It's the land of opportunity, of promise
of wealth, and if you will ' s:ick to it."
you will see for yourself.
When 1 think of health. I'm more thankful
bill:
a
mi ill. because we are free from
So if you are thinking- - of making a home in
the Weat, come to New Musi, you'll Itnd It
THK BUST."

Use Rabbit Meat.
The following use of rabbit
meat might be of interest to
Curry county farmers as rabbits in many sections are becoming numerous.
A rancher living near Dem-inhas made a discovery and
put it into practise whereby a
100 pound pig is made to produce 200 pounds of excellent
sausage, according to a report by
way of Belen. The farmer had
been overrun by jack rabbits
which were so numerous that
tight wire fencing would only
keep them out for a few days
at a time. Finally, he decided
to try rabbit meat as an adulterant for pork sausage and the
idea proved successfully. Half
pork and half rabbit makes a
sausage that cannot be told
from all pork, and if anything.
The
has an improved flavor.
ranchman says that he is able
to gather a hundred pounds of
rabbit meat in two hours with a
shotgun.
g

.

,peft
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health. He expects to
about six months.

remain for anything in this line,
I

VV.

F. Bay less.

IL

Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

Watch Our Windows For

13

eg

Our New Spring Goods Which are Arriving Daily!
bbbhbbw wmmwau' num. iwfciayu.ingiBnCT

We have just received a shipment of new Skirts, Silk Petticoats, Waists in
We are also
Lace, Challies, Crepe 'de Chine, Silks and Wash Silks.
showing some pretty Silks in Belle 'de Cygne. Our Suits, Coats, Mackinaws
and Overcoats are going at a great reduction. Come in and look them
over. You can't afford to pass them up at the prices they are going at.
Come in and let us show you some bargains and something new. Don't
fail to visit the Department of the CLOVIS MILLINERY COMPANY.
This Department will be in charge of Miss Margaret Jones, of St. Louis.
A full line of Patterns, Un trimmed Shapes, Veils, Etc. at popular prices.
This line will be ready for inspection by March 1st.

Warehouse Collapied.

Clovis

Boy Scouts Picnic.

Woman' Club.

delightful
exceptionally
. The J. A. Latta warehouse
meeting
the
marked
afternoon
'inOhich was stored about 20
Club
last
Woman's
Clovis
the
of
'cars of sacked grain, purchaspretty
Tuesday
at
the
afternoon
col-i
Latta
ed by Ramey and
lapsed under the weight Sun- home of Mrs. H. W. Crawford
day afternoon entailing a loss of when she was hostess to almost
the entire membership of this
several hundred dollars.
Club.
A section of the roof, floor
The study for the afternoon
and sides gave way scattering
"Early American Settlers."
was
promiscuabout
grain
sacked
most tempting luncheon
A
ously.
by the hostess asserved
The building was of sheet iron
by
her two little daughsisted
and the floor was several feet
a very pleasant
concluded
ters,
from the ground.
They were holding the grain afternoon.
for shipment until March 5th ' The Club will meet next with
when the new, reduced freight Mrs. C. L. Snyder on March 2d.
rate becomes effective, but will
Mrs. Nelson returned Saturnow be compelled to ship it.
day from St Louis and Kansas
Albert Vohs, a merchant of City where she went to purBernalillo, stopped off here Tues- chase dry goods for the new
Mandell Dry Goods and Clothing
day
his brother-in-laA. Mandell. on his return trip store which will also occupy the
from St Louis, where he went Kendall store rooms as soon as
vacated.
to purchase goods.
An

i

to-vi- sit

Troop No 1. CI ovis boy scouts
went on a little "hike" into the
country about 3 miles Monday
evening. After many "Scout
games" a campfire was built.
and the boys cooked their even
ing meal and returned.
The troop is being thoroughly
organized and drilled in the
Scout Law. end are planning
great work.
Recruits will be welcomed on
passing the customary

'

Grading,
Plowing,
Team Work.
Can do your plowing, grading and in fact any kind
of team work. Have plenty of good teams and implements. Prices reasonable
Thos. Reagan,
Clovis,
New Mexico.

... AINNOUINCfciVlblN

1

...

Everything New I
We are First with the Latest things on
the market. Just back this week from

our fashions centers with the latest fads
and creations now worn in the cities.

See our new
Neckwear,
Suits,
Dresses,
Coats,
Everything
A lot of new goods came in during my
absence and I brought back a big shipment with me.

Be First I

The Klein Grocery Company
Have moved across the street in the building until recently occupied by
the Model Grocery, opposite the post office, where they are ready to
greet their many friends and customers with their complete line of

3G GROCERIES

3

which are as good as the best and as reasonable as can be purchased in
Clovis. We are not now quoting prices, but we Bell as low or lower than
any competition, quality of goods and quantity considered

and get your choice of these new things.
Stylish,

Serviceable, Selling like "hot
cakes" in the east. We congratulate
ourselves on being first in Clovis with

the very latest and most popular goods.

GIVE US A FAIR TRIA- L-

The Klein Grocery Co.
"THE POPULAR MAIN STREET GROCERS"

Mrs. E. G. Grisamore.
JACKSON

BUILDING-OPPOSI-

TE

POSTOFFICE.

The clovis news
them was momentarily growing less Inclined to belter that Marrophat chance to move aside, but seized htm
hoped to stop tha taxlcab by depriv- so fiercely by the wrist that he innoticeable.
As Marrophat's
car drew abreast ing it, In course of time, of Its fuel. stinctively lifted to protect himself,
Alan nodded and said quietly: "Don't And with this In mind he was present- and she fairly threw blm half a dozen
be alarmed; I can attend to this gen- ly surprised, a tbe cab took a corner, feet from her. He brought up with
tleman
to see Marrophat's car stop at that a crash against the wall even aa the
Name
Drama
of
Same
Motion
Picture
the
of
the
Version
Novrlied
A
And this he proceeded to demoncorner and Marrophat himself get door slammed behind tha glrL
Producad by tha Universal Film Co.
strate wlthf admirable ease, even down. The brow of a bill Intervened,
When Alan, tha first to recover,
though called upon to do so far soon- shutting off sight of the blackguard as gained the sidewalk, she was already
er than he had thought to be thanks he knelt and lit a match. It was the In the taxlcab. Whatever reward she
to Marrophat's
girl who gave the alarm, suddenly bad promised tbe man, he whipped bis
precipiBr LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
.
tancy. For, failing to influence the withdrawing her head from the win- machine away as If from the fear of
Bltxi A.-.atft
IrtUffTIm Futmm
taxi driver by shouted demands or dow to scream at Alan :
sudden death.
tnm tie Fictar PrWarflea
llliitriUi' witli Fsetefras
threats, or to gain the least attention
And darting from the bouse hard
"He's fired the gasoline!
It's flamfrom Alan, Trine's first lieutenant ab- ing along the street, following tbe line on the minister's heels, Marrophat
ruptly and surprisingly took his life of the leak and catching up with us!" leaped Into bis own car and, as it be
Ooprrigbt, Uli, by lml Joseph Vaboa
in his hands and In one wild bound
Without pausing to put his band to bad not heard her threat or received
bridged the distance between the two the latch, Alan kicked the door open. substantial proof of her earnestness,
you
"Can
doubt I will be kind?" he
CHAPTER XXVI.
flying cars and landed on the taxi's
"Jump!" he cried. "For your Ufa-ju-mp! tore oft In pursuit
murmured reproachfully.
running-board- .
As soon as that flame catches
"I am afraid . . ." she whispered.
Stop!" be screamed madly. "Stop, up with the tank"
CHAPTER XXVIII.
"How could I be anything else, lov
of an
For ii,.mm(!h of
I say!
You don't know what you're
Simultaneously the chauffeur, overfollng
you
I
which
as
morning
pol
do?"
len
.h;'t
hour in
doing! Let me tell you"
hearing, shut off the power.
And ths Rose.
"I am afraid . . ."
lowed !,r nichi of hlB return to New
He got that far but no farther. In
Taking the dazed young man by tbe
The tbree gained tbe sidewalk bareyou?"
"Why
to
I
to
permitted
should
unkind
be
was
York, Mr l.iiw
alband, aa though he bad been a child,
"It Isn't that
I'm Just the eame breath Alan had flung wide ly In time: the tiny trail of flames,
bin .self the happiest of mortals.
the door and was at the fellow's throat. most Imperceptible in the sunlight, the Reverend Mr. Wright led Alan
of the period was afraid."
Tin'
There was a struggle of negligible was not a yard from the jet that spurt- back to his study and established him
"Of what?"
syni'lii.ii.oiis willi the slam of a ta liduration; Marrophat was In no way ed through the bullet hole in the tank. In a comfortable armchair beside bis
"Of
losing
you."
away
superfluous
a
shut
dcmr
that
mb
his antagonist's match; within three In the flutter of an eyelash the explo- desk.
"But that can never be!"
world
i.i the company of two who
seconds he threw out both hands, sion followed. Had the cab been load"Sit there and compose yourself, my
you
"You
If
be
sure.
What
can't
loved
clutched hopelessly at the framework ed with nitroglycerin its destruction dear young friend," be Insisted in a
were
to
find you'd been mistaken?" of the cab, and
T'.ii' sound spelled safety as well aa
soothing voice.
fell heavily to tbe could have been no more absolute.
She caught her breath and added
success In Alan's understanding.
street.
At the elbow of the Reverend Mr.
a roar . . . and then
There
hastily
you
love
really
"That
didn't
away
smoothly
from
shiipi'd
car
Tin'
The taxi sped on without pause, Its a heap of smoking ruins.
Wright a telephone shrilled imperaI
me,
mean."
gust
by
only
a
little
the curb, pursued
driver deaf to the halls of Innocent If
Without waiting to admire the spec- tively. With a gesture of professional
"Oh, that's ridiculous!"
Indignant
of Heini ironic cheers from the little
bystanders.
Alan pulled tacle, Alan caught the arm of the girl patience he turned to the Instrument,
"I can't be sure. Nothing In life is himself together and looked back just and hurried her up the street, at the lifted the receiver to his ear, and
cnmiai: in working men who had witnessed as well as measurably partici- permanent. What Is love? Illusion of In time to catch a glimpse of a num- same time calling to the chauffeur to spoke in musically modulated accents.
pated In the putative elopement from the senses! What Is happiness? A ber of loafers lifting Marrophat to his follow. And chance brought them to
"Yes . . . Yes:
this is Mr.
What Is life? A feet and helping him to the sidewalk the next corner as another cab, fare- - Wright.
the litnif of Trine.
Ah, yes, Mr. Digby.
Vigilant fur uny Indication that their
.
.
.
Not coming? But, my dear sir,
"Dearest!" He held her more closeMr. Law is already here. I must tell
evasion had hail a witness In that
ly
still. "You are nervous and over
strange Inline of deathless hatred,
you "
Alan watched It through the little wrought. You don't know what you're
He checked with a reproving glance
You can't mean what you're
window in the back of the cab until a saying.
for Alan, who was twitching his sleeve
corner blotted out the vlBlon of it; saying. , . , But say that it's so
insistently.
.
Then
then wlih a hIkIi of relief sank down that life Is all
"If you please," Alan begged, "let
you love me "
by the Hide of the woman to whom his
me speak to Digby at once. Forgive
even- i::ni.'ht, Impulse and emotion
"Oh, but I do, I do!"
we: ?fdlcuied.
Reluctantly the minister surrendered
"And
for a little we've
"Hose!" he whispered, and tentat- caught the
the telephone.
only for a
ively touched one of the hands that little until you wake up and realize
"That you, Digby?"
lay clenched in her lap.
"Alan! Bless my soul, what are you
that It's all real and true."
doing over there? Is Miss Trine with
She responded with never a sign to
She closed her eyes again: "Yes,
-you? But how can that be possible?"
indicate consciousness either of his she breathed, "you are right. Let's
"Hose? No. What about her?" Alan
touch or bin w hisper.
It's all true for a little
demanded, stammering with anxloty.
And reminding himself of the strain longer . . . and forget . . ."
Imposed n poll her- by the experience
"Why one of my spies has Just reHe could by no means account for
through which they had just passed, this strange humor; but he did his
ported by telephone. He was going on
Alan excused her unresponsiveness on best to comfort her, none the less ten
duty this morning when he saw a
grounds of reaction, and for the time derly because of IiIb mystillcatlon. And
young woman either Hose or Judith
felt constrained to lot bis sweetheart for a long time she let Illusion blind
wearing a rough coat over boudoir
rest and regain her normal poise: her, resting quietly In his arms, niak
dress climb out of one of the basethere wbb bllHS enough for him in the ing believe . . .
ment windows of Trine'e house. She
consciousness that he had won her
was apparently in great distress of
safely away, that nothing now more
mind und anxious to escape without
CHAPTER XXVII.
than a short hour's drive across town
being seen from the house; but before
and by ferry across the Hudson stood
my man whose post of observation
The Ring.
between them and the marriage that
is In the third Btory of one of the
Theirs was the last vehicle to swing
"That Woman Is Judith Trine, You Idiot Not Rosel"
should prove the consummation of all between the gates before these last
houses opposite could get to the
their trials . . . Barring accident! were closed.
been caught by several
of an unsavory-lookintenement, be- less, bove into view. Promising its street, she had customers,
Alan had too often suffered the penwho rushed
And this wbb quite as well; for Alan fore the cab took a corner on two driver anything he might ask, In or
alty of iliiiiK)intment for
house, seized the girl,
out
of
Trine's
rising for one last backward glance wheels . . ."
out of reason, Alan gave him tbe ad'
in this fulling of his for depreci- through
and made off with her In a motor-cathe rear window, started in"Not seriously Injured, I fancy," he dress, and helped the girl In.
ating the unforeseen, not to make the voluntarily
bearing a New Jersey license number
and choked upon an ex- told the girl In response to her eager
Marrophat
If
pursued
see
Alan
could
"Uarrlng
mental reservation,
acciI am sending men to watch the Jersey
clamation when he descried a power look.
added
sign
no
him.
luck!"
he
"Worse
car
of
Tbe
second
made
dents!" with a little shiver of dread.
ferries. Call me up In an hour "
ful touring car tearing madly toward gloomily.
time
the
better
Unhindered
than
first.
Had any of Trine's household been
Without a word of response, and
passenger
one
half
ita
the
as
determined,
and
as
was
to
be
have
could
far
But it seeemed that he
cognizant of his daughter's escape,
rising from the front seat, beside the greater cause than this to complain of without being followed, it covered the without a word of apology to the RevAlan argued. Interference must have
erend Mr. Wright, Alan dropped the
driver, and exhibiting a countenance
his luck, before that ride was ended. brief remaining distance In a grate receiver,
been instant.
snatched up his hat, and fled
purple with congested chagrin as he Three blocks further on a tire blew fully short lapse of time.
Despite the reassuring aspect, the
that house like a man demenUd.
saw his car barred out of the carriage out with a report like a cannon-crackeThe suburb dropped behind a maze
preoccupation of bis companion so
Rose, escuplng from Trine's house,
and the taxi lurched perilously, of streets where dwellings etood shoul
wore upon him that he was presently entrance.
Quickly sensitive to bis emotion, the hesitated, slowed down, and limped der to shoulder and dooryards were overpowered and made tbe captive of
no longer able to refrain from disturbgirl caught nervously at Alan's bond. dejectedly to the curb.
scant. Tbe car swept up to a corner Trine's lowest creatures gunmen posing her.
"What is It, dear?"
Alan and the chauffeur piled out In house of modest and homely aspect sibly, of the stamp of that animal
"Hose!" he begged again, closing a
charged with the as"Marrophat," he snapped.
the same Instant, the one standing Two minutes more, and Alan was ex whom Trine had
band tenderly over hers.
"Dearest
girl, don't worry another Instant! Do
She uttered a hushed cry of dismay guard with an eye out as well for changing salutations with and making sassination of Alan the night before!
In
There was neither a motor-ca- r
known to Digby's good
"Don't be alarmed, however," he another cab while the other assessed his bride-to-bcalm yourself: remember we are safe
sight for him to charter nor any time
friend, the Reverend Mr. Wright.
hastened to comfort her. "He's lost damages.
the race: the gates are shut even the
"Nothing for It but a new tire, sir,"
Embarrassment worked confusion to waste In seeking one. Alan could
passenger gates and there must be this last reported sympathetically. "It with tbe young man's perceptive facul only hope to find one on his way back
a company spotter somewhere near by, must have been a broken bottle or ties. As tbls moment approached toward tbe ferry. It must have been
for the gateman la virtuously refusing something like that It sure did rip when two should be made one who had upwards of an houf before he came
to be bribed by a roll of money as the usefulness clean out of that shoe." gone through Are and flood, literally Into a street which he recognized, by
squalor, as that In
thick as my wrist!"
"Go to It," Alan advised him terse- as well as figuratively, for each otb ita dinginess and
At that Instant the tax lea b rolled ly; "and If you make a quick job of It, j er's sake, Incredulity drew a veil be which he had thrown Marrophat from
of the taxlcab.
;
fore his vision. He viewed the world the running-boarthe deck gates I'll stand the cost of the new tire."
aboard the
And then, as he paused, breathless
were closed; a hoarse whistle rent the
"But if another cab comes along aa In a glass, darkly.
roaring silence of the city; winches while you're af It you'll lose us as
He was aware of a decently fur and footsore, to cast about him for the
ferry, a touring car turned
rattled and chains clanked; and the quick as a wink. Here's my card, in nlshed minister's study; of two wit way to the top
speed and slowed to a
boat wore ponderouely out of Its slip. case we have to desert you in a hurry; nesses in the (raise of unassuming a corner at
selfsame tenement of
stop
before
that
houseof
womenfolk
the
minister's
"So much for Mr. Marrophat!" Alan you understand this Is a matter of life
aspect to whose sidewalk
unsavory
the
Mr.
Wright
himself
crowed, sitting down. "Foiled again! and death,' and I'll have no time to hold; of the Rev.
he had seen Marrophat assisted by
He can't stop us now!"
settle up with you. But you can call as a benevolent voice rolling sono the loafers of the quarter.
black-clapres"Perhaps . . ."
at Mr. Digby's office and he'll fix rously forth from a
And this touring car was occupied
ence; of the woman of his heart stand
"Why that perhaps?
Why that things up to your satisfaction."
ruffians In whose
by some
questions
him;
opposite
of
ing
asked
The man took the card and aftei a
tone?" he demanded sharply, struck
a young girl writhed and strughands
responses
of
ring
made;
a
and
that
by the foreboding her accents con- glance at the name touched his hat
Immediately on the stop,
was magically conjured from some gled when,
with more noticeable respect.
fessed.
out and wrestled her out
Jumped
they
apparently
maintained against
"This Isn't the only ferry. There's
"All right, Mr. Law," he agreed; store
Inconslderation.
of a with brutal
the Pennsylvania and the Lackawanna "anything you say." And forthwith precisely similar emergencies;
Like a shot Alan had crossed the
hand that took tbe hand that was to be
and by hard driving he might even got to work.
street but only to bring up nose to
In
placed
and
bis;
wife's
it
his
bis
of
commanage to catch tbe boat that conhe
with
which
The rapidity
the panels of the tenement door, and
nects with this from the Christopher pleted the change of tires proved him clumsy and witless bungling with tbe to find himself seized and thrown
fitting
ring
of
to
finger
that
task
tha
street ferry of the Erie!"
an excellent chauff ir, an adept at his
roughly aside by a burly denizen when
I don't believe it! I craft; but the delay was one disas- of his sweetheart's hand . , .
"Impossible!
he grasped tbe knob and made as If
And then he was aware of a door
trous for all that. It worked together
won't!"
to follow In.
"Let's not," she agreed. "But, Alan with what Alan pardonably described that banged violently In the hallway;
"Keep back, young feller!" his asof
sound
of
man's
a
the
voice
bring
making
own
the
to
luck
devil's
as tbe
sailant warned him viciously. "Keep
Indistinguishable
some
modemand;
precise
sight
In
the
at
that
touring car
"Yes?"
outa this, now, If you don't want to
"Promise me If be should manage ment when the chauffeur was cranking Rose's hand was suddenly whipped get into trouble."
away,
before
he
could
on
fit
the ring;
to catch up with us you won't let him up and Alan on the point of
To the speaker's aide another
talk to you. I mean, don't let him"
the cab. And though they were that the study door was flung open and ranged, eyeing Alan with a formidable
I
"No fear of that!" he asservated off again before Alan could close the that this animal of a Marrophat bad scowl. At discretion he stepped back
hotly. "It he tries to exchange one door, tbe attempt was hopeless from precipitated himself Into the room.
and turned as if persuaded to mind his
He opened his mouth to protest
own business, then swung on his heel,
8h
Appeared Anxious to Escape word with me I only wish be would!" the start.
And yet whether or not because and Marrophat silenced him with a caught the two In the very act of open-lu,She seemed satisfied with that; but
Without Being Seen.
cry.
the door, and threw himself be
the Incident had served appreciably to Alan's distaste for laterference bad
"You fool! Drop that ring! Stop tween them.
now; we fooled them handily thanks chill their spirits. They accomplished been too convincingly demonstrated
Don't you know whom
to your faith und bravery, sweetheart! the remainder of that voyage in a the touring car for the time being this farce!
An elbow planted heavily In the pit
Itself with trailing about you're marrying? That woman Is Ju- of the stomach of one disposed of him
and everything Is going to be well silence that was no less depressed befifty feet In the rear, while tbe taxi dith Trine, you Idiot not Rose!"
with ur. from now on. Over In Jersey cause they sat hand In hand throughfor the time being. A blow from the
Blankly Alan turned to the girl.
the minister n watting now to marry out.
fled the tenement purlieus of the
shoulder sent the other reeling to the
Her flaming face, her sullen eyes, gutter. And Alan was In the tene
us; and down ,,t the White Star dock
waterfront and found Its way
Nor was their taxlcab three minutes
tbe boat m nulling that Is to carry us out of the ferry house on the Jersey Into the broader streets of an unpre- her very pose, from which the man- ment's lowermost hall a foul and
ner of Rose had dropped Ilka a cast
place, dark as a pit tbe
off to EiikUmi t!ie moment we're mar- shore though the chauffeur, stlmu-late- r tentious suburban quarter.
ried. Think of that and that I love
by Alan's extravagant promises,
Not until they were well Into the garment confessed tbe truth of Mar- Instant tbe door was closed, Its murk
you. Nothing mi i possibly break tbe wss doing his beet to fracture the suburbs, with few dwellings nesr and rophat's assertion. And as If this were relieved only by the flame of a kerostrength of ti nt ninblnatlon!"
speed laws and escape arrest when no pedestrians to Interfere, did Marro- not enough, Judith confessed It doubly sene lamp smoking In a bracket near
"Alan." s!i. ri.athed gently.
"It the girl's fears were amply justified; phat's purpose become apparent. Then, with a sudden outbreak of such rage the foot of the stairs.
m trying so bard to a shout from behind drew Alan's head however
Sounds of scuffling of feet were au
can't ba true:
and it happened while Alan aa never could have been brewed in
believe but u the while I know It out of the window on one side and the was looking back the touring car Rose's gentle nature.
dible on the first landing. Alan ad"You devil!" she cried and threw dressed himself Impetuously to the
cant be true!
girl's on the other and proved to both drew in swiftly and easily and MarroH converted a skeptic with tbe that Marrophat had Indeed found some phat, rising In his seat, leveled a re- herself In front of Marrophat with a staircase, gaining its top In half a
spring as lithe as that of a leopardess. dozen leaps, and only In time to see a
way to make the crossing without volver over the windshield and fired.
mute eloquence or Mi Hps . . .
!iou!dcr, the girl great delay.
Head upon bl
The crack of hie weapon was prac- "Take warning now from me: keep door slammed at the forward end of
elung passlonatel; to him. "Tell me
His touring car was within fifty tically coincident with a metallie thud out of my way forever after this or the ball and hear a key turned In Its
take the consequences! God knows," lock.
gain that you lov me!" she prayed. yards when they first were aware of beneath the rear seat of the taxicab.
A cluster of men blocked the way.
Not for some moments did Alan ap- she panted, "why I don't kill you as
"Promise fne you'll 'e ver let anything it; and Marrophat, standing on the
was shouting inarticu- preciate the viclousness of the scheme. you stand!"
He didn't pause to wait for It to be
come between us. i'romise me, Alan running-board- ,
He was In her way, between her and cleared, but threw himself headlong
lately and flourishing an Imperative Surmising that the gasoline tank bad
promise ma you'll t- - kii.i to me
hand; while the distance between been punctured by the bullet, ha was tha open door. She gave blm no Into their midst, and by dint of the
dear!"
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surprise had gained the closed door
before they recovered and sought to
stay him.
Indifferent to them all, he shook the

knob and shouted: "Rose! Rose!"
Her cry came back to blm, a muf"Alan! Help! Help!"
fled scream:
Backing away with a mad Idea of
r
throwing himself bodily against
sudwas
be
down,
breaking
It
and
denly confronted by a hideous mask of
humanity face of man all misshapen,
bruised and swollen and disfigured
with smears of dried blood and a dirty
bandage round bis temples, but none
the less vaguely recognizable.
f 1010 ltS
Tl.
. - watronmfid
-. UQ m,nAm that
distorted II pi drove recognition home. .
"Gee, fellere, look't who'i here! If!
... w u
A Off'O W
I
U
j
lb oiu b iu B u
that girder this mornln'. Stand
"
f. I
and let me kill th'
..
.. - ,
a
i . -- .
a htil,
nfi YVllIIOUl III UOOIIBII-Jheat Alan swung heavily for tbe thug
Jaw. The blow went solidly home.
Tbe man fell like a poled ox.
Pandemonium ensued. Rallying to
their comrade, the ruffians attacked
Alan with one mind and one intent.
Murder would have been done then
and there bad It not been for a rotten
banlster-rall- ,
which gave way, precipitating the lot to the ground floor of
the hallway.
Simultaneously tho lamp on the waif
was struck from Us bracket and
crashed to the floor, Its glass well
breaking and loosing a flood of kerosene to receive the burning wick. The
In a.
explosion followed Instantly.
trice the hallway was a lake of burning oil, and hungry flames were licking up the rotting wallpaper and eats.
ing Into decayed baseboards aud
the-doo-

thf-Att-
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stair-tread-

Still fighting like a madman,
testing every foot of the way,

con-

Alan,

was borne down the hall and out of
the front door. A scream of "Fire!"
greeted him as be reclod out Into the
open. It was echoed by a dozen

throats.

The doorway vomited men and
women of the tenement. They choked
it for a time, blocking both egress and
Ingress. By the time they broke out
and loft the way clear a solid wall ot
flume stood behind it.
Thrice Alan essayed to pass that
barrier of fire, and thrice It threw him
back. Then, struggling and kicking
to release himself und try again, he
was seized by a brace of able bodied
pollcemi n and rushed fifty feet from
the house before let go.
Lack of breath checked him momentarily.
He looked up, dashing from hie
smarting eyes tears drawn by tbe
stifling clouds of smoke, and saw
vaguely at the second story window a
woman leaning out and shrieking for
help.
That it was hopeless to attempt the
staircase he well knew. Drawing
aside, he endeavored to come to hla
sober senses, and cast about for some
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ferry-hous-
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of his Hose.
The tenement occupied one corner
of a narrow street Directly opposite,
a storage warehouse stood upon the
other corner. Before this last was the
common landing stage for truck deliveries, protected by a
And, suspended from a timber that
peered out over the raves, a hoisting
shed-roof-

.

f

e

ferry-boat-

i

If
Charged

r7

;

l(

With tha Assassination
Alan.

ef

tackle dragged the ground with It
ropes.
It was tha work of a minute to convince a thick headed policeman that
the attempt was feasible and should)
be permitted. It was the work of less,
than another minute to rig a loop In
the line and fasten round his body
beneath the arms. Volunteers did not
lack; a couple of husky longshoremen;
sprang to the ropes at his flrat call.
They heaved with a will. Hla feet
tbe ground, he soared, he caught the
eaves or the
and shouting to
cease hauling, drew himself up on thla
last, backed a little ways down It and
calculating his direction nicely, wlttk
a runnlnfc Jump launched himself
the street.
The momentum of his lean
him well out over the heads of the
throng assembled In the street and
truly toward that window where Rose
was waiting. Then its force slackened. For an awful Instant he believed that he had failed. But with the
last expiring ounce of Impetus, he was
brought within grasping distance of
the window sill.
Hauling himself up, he gathered her
Into his arms
A great tongue of tawny flame licked
angrily out of the windows as he
swung her back to safety.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
ONE ON SECRETARY DANIELS

Cbas. E. George, Editor
and Publisher of the "Bench
and Bar Review," 825 Per
dido St, New Orleans, La,
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Having for years been afflicted with Catarrh of the
Head I was finally induced
to try Peruna. It effected
a cure. I think Peruna the
best tonio ever put on sale.

To which the officer Is said to have
replied: "I beg your pardon, Mr. Sec
retary, It was whisky yesterday, but
It Is gin this morning."
No name baa been allowed to leak
out In connection with this story, and
It may be that there Is more fiction
than fact In It Boston Transcript.
Perplexed.
Bay,
Inquisitive Incubator Chick
do they figure your birthday from the
day you're laid or the day you're
hatched? Puck.

H
For Infants and Children.
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Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
3 PER CENT
AVejetable Preparation Tor As
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spy Taylor had not
In tha Falls house
the United States of America in all
probability would never have existed
is such. For it was In thla house, on
October 10, 1777, that the emissary
lent by General Clinton carrying dis
patches to General Burgoyne was
trapped and searched.
It waa In the Falls houae, In those
days known as Woods' tavern, that
many famous letter were written by
Major Armstrong, one of which la a
vivid portrayal of the condition of the
continental army, then in sore atralta,
It also was the headquarter pf New
York's first governor, Clinton.
Historical societies of Newburg and
surrounding town agitated for the
preaervatlon of the Fall house. But,
with no available alte on which to
It and small fund with which to
put through such a project, It had to
be abandoned.
Something 0f (be history associated
with this typical tavern of revolutionary days Is related by William J. Roe
of Newburg aa follows:
"The autumn of 1777 saw the plight
af America's arms, endeavoring to as
sert the right of
at
their lowest ebb. From the north Bur
goyne waa advancing, while from New
York Sir Henry Clinton, urged by the
necessity of effecting a Junction with
Burgoyne, had already captured Fort
Clinton and Montgomery, dispersing,
THE British
IFbeen
captured
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perfect Remedy forConslipa-lio.

Destruction of Falls House,
Revolutionary Fame, Some'
thing to Be Deplored
by Patriots.

so m Driimufiraiat

fimfk
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Catarrh
Cured by

I Tried
I

atory li going the round
In
Washington about Secretary ot the
Navy Daniels which may or may not
reflect credit on that official, accord
Ing to the point ot view. According
to this atory the aecretary waa on
morning conferring with an officer
and In the middle of bla conference
Interrupted the proceedings to say
"This la the second morning that I
have smelled whisky on your breath,

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,

Loss

far
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For
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The Centaur Company,
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.

At Last It's Reached.
Father Vnufclmn tolls a good story
sf a certain minister who was preaching on "I'prfi'ction."
"Did you ever
know anyone to be prrlVct?" ho nuked.
"Did you over rciid ot any man or
woman who was quite perfect?"
As he piniKod and looked around
among his uiidienro, a
woman roHo up and mild: "Yes, from all
accountH, my hueband's flrtit wife was
perfect."

'3t

Find Live Duck In Fish.
A strange specimen of the angel
flub wns caught by Cnptuln Palmer at
Bound Hench, who removed from It
two ducks. The wicked fish had

stolen the ducks from J. Kennedy
Toil's Inula Arden estate One was
alive.
The ftsh was st niggling In the water when seen by Captain Palmer,
and was landed with a pair of lee
tongs.
The dull is a yard long, and Its
Weeks'
Tablets mouth is 6 by 8 Inches. It wns frozen
A guaranteed
retiiuily for Colds and In n rnke ot Ice at the Mnher lee
La Grippe. Price 20c of your drugglat plant and Is exhibited In the window
Greenwich.
of a market here.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
(Conn.) Dispatch to New York World.
Some nii'ii refiiBO to take physical
Riches may have wings, but poverty
exercino for their health because It
never Hies very high.
doexn't come in bottles.
pulo-face-

Break-Up-A-Co-
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Catch

Cold-Th-

en

Follows

Coughs.Cold
Stiff Neck
Neuralgia
.

f npuralgia or
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the dull throb of

is Slonn'a Liniment
wonderfully rclicvintr. Laid
lightly on the part where the pain is felt, it gives at once a
fueling of comfort and ease that is most welcome to the
overwrought Bufferer.
kKli-ihcat!nch- o

iii"-
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Hear What Others Sayi
"There are no Mnlmente tin equal flloan'a. My buthand hut nrumlrfit very
oftrn, he rune Slonn'a on hi lace and that ia the hut of it." iff. V. J. Brown,
HwU 1, Bo ltl, UatU, Tmn.
"I hare uml Ploan'a Mnlmitnt for family tue for ymri end would not he without
It. We hnve ntii ft family o( ten children end have uwd it for croup and ell hint
grout many, it
trouliln; aim, ft an enliteptio fur wounUn. of which children hnve
her an Ida laat nimmer end it wee in bad ahnpa.
rant lie bint. My wile aptainrd
rlloan'e Liniment applird ennliled her to be aa anod aa ever in a week. I have uaed It
eaveral timce for ainaina end rucumaUam." vona Hiwtvmb, H. R.tlo.1, XewruA, ivwa.

IM

It works lilt magic, relieving Lumbago, Rhaumatltm, Sprains and
Brakes. Norubbing jualUy Hon. Price 25c All dealer. Sand four
cent In stamps for TRIAL BOTTLE. Sent to any addrau In tha U. 3.

DR. EARLS. SLOAN, Inc.

D.PtB.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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PLAYED GREAT

Head of the Navy Evidently Not an
Expert aa to the Odor of
Aleohollo Liquors.
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Old Falls Housa.

fact almost annihilating, the militia
under the brothers James and George
In

Clinton.
"George Clinton, gathering the remnant of hia defeated troops, estab
lished his quarters at this old Falls
house. To this house, on October 10,
was brought a British prisoner upon
whose person was found a message
from the British Clinton to Burgoyne
which, it it had been safely delivered,
might and doubtless would have bad
the effect to have delayed Burgoyne's
surrender at Saratoga, giving time for
a conjunction of the two British
armies. In fart, a similar message was
delivered about a week later. Bur
goyne, with suddenly revived hope,
hesitated, delayed, endeavored to procrastinate negotiations.
"But happily It was then too late;
Burgoyne was compelled to surrender;
Saratoga Baw the high tide of British
dominion.
"The suffering of the troops that
winter waa most deplorable. It probably was somewhat worse at Valley
Forge (for those very words have bepatriotic
come synonymous
with
wretchedness),
but then the army,
elated by the victory of Saratoga,
was buoyed up by hope of action.
"Of the mutinous spirit there MaJ.
on the
John Armstrong,
staff of General Gates, was the mouthpiece. In a letter calmly considered
now, after the lapse of more than a
century, not unworthy of the occasion
and a very masterpiece of Influencing
literature he portrays the condition
of the army, their hopelessness and
the auplneness of the continental congress.
His stirring words must, I
think, be recalled by many.
"You remember (having reviewed
the wrongs and the Just complaints of
the army) with what a burst of righteous Indignation Armstrong ends his
forceful address:
" 'Can you consent to wade through
the vile mire of dependency and owe
the miserable remnant of that life to
charity, which haa hitherto been spent
In honor? If you can, go and carry
with you the Jest of Tories and the
scorn of Whigs; the ridicule and, what
I
worse, the pity ot the world! Go
starve and be forgotten 1'
"The mutiny was quelled, hanribny
restored, equity established In the temple; the letter ot Armstrong waa
penned at the Falls house, rased to
make way for taa march cf progreaa,"
p

OF FREEDOM
Headquarters Occupied by Wash
ington Throughout the
Country Are to Be
Preserved.
of the various
THROUGH the effort many
societies
of the old
houae made famous by Washington
a bla headquarters during the wai
of Independence, have been preserved
and are now suitably marked for the
Information of posterity. During that
long struggle for freedom Washington
used perhaps a hundred or more
bouse for this purpose In various
part of the country. Many have disappeared under the ravage of time,
but about two score of them have
been saved. It was In these house
that be planned bla battlea and
strategy; it was In tbem that Independence waa achieved.
Cambridge, Mas., point proudly to

The cook is happy, the
other members of the family

are happy appetite sharpen, things
brighten up generally. And Calumet
Baking Powder is responsible for it alL

For Calumet never fails.

Its

leavening qualities insure
perfectly shortened, faultlessly raised
bakings.

wonderful
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Cannot
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Mansion, Washington's
York Headquarters.

New

house that were occupied by Wash
Ington. First Washington lived in the
residence set apart for principals of
Harvard college. Then be moved to
the bouse of a fugitive Loyalist, John
vassall. Later thla became the resi
dence of Henry W. Longfellow, the
great poet, and here were written
many ot hie works since become world
famous.
Washington had many houses In
New York. None Is more beautiful
than the building now known aa the
Jumel mansion. This was his bead- quarter from September 16 to Octo
ber 21, 1776. It la also rich in mem
ories of Aaron Burr, who married the
widow of Stephen Jumel.
Jumel
gained possession of the bouse when
Roger Morris and his wife fled be
cause their Tory sympathies threatened to get them in difficulties. It was
Mrs. Morris, who as Mary Phlllpse,
George Washington wooed in vain.
At Neshaminy, 20 miles north of
Philadelphia, is a headquarters
of
Washington rich In historic memories.
It is a rough stone building, two
stories In height, located near the
bridge over the Little Neshaminy
creek. Here Washington held an im
portant council of war, at which for
the first time the young Marquis de
Lafayette took his place as one of
Washington's advisers.
The Valley Forgo headquarters of
Washington is justly famed as one ot
the holiest shrines of American freedom. This old atone house was the
residence of the founder at the time

Even a beginner in cooking

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World'e Pure Food Ks position, Cfciuro, dV
facie Eepoeilion. Franco, March, 1013.
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No Wonder.
"Do you think tiio world is getting
better, Mr. GadsonT"

'Surest thing you know! Its get
ting better every day."
"In spite of the war?
"Oh, yes."
"I'm surprised to' find you so op
timistic."
"You wouldn't be If you knew what
I knew.
"And what Is that?"
"I've already cleaned up half a mil
lion In wheat and expect to muke
more."
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Tape's Diapepsin" settles sour
gassy stomachs in Five
minutes Time It!
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Ever see an officeholder with a
tiring disposition?
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The Only One.
"There goeB Hev. Dr. Fourthly, one
of our most prominent ministers. He
stands on a pinnacle alone."
"Ilecuuse of his great sanctity?"
"No.
lie's tho only minister In
town who hasn't preached an antltan
go sermon."
Speaking of the War.
Patience I certainly am a foolish
girl.
Patrice What now?
"Why, I followed that advice, 'See
America First,' unci now there's hardly anything left In Europe to see!"
Ftulihnrn Cnlile nnl irritnted Bronchial
relieved by Deun'a MenTtilii'M nre i'H-itholated Cough Drops So at Druggists.

DYSPEPSIA
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gets delightful results with this never
fulling Calumet Buklng Powder. Your
grocer knows. Ask him.

You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach Is had or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't Injure it.
Pope's Diapepsin Is noted for its
speed In giving relief; Its harmless-ness- ;
Its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gnsey stomnrhs.
Its millions of cures In Indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
troubles has mude It famous the world
over.
Keep this perfect stomnch doctor in
your home keep It handy get a large
t
case from any dealer and
then if anyone should ent something
which doesn't agree with them; if
The Neshaminy Headquarters.
what they ent lays like lead, ferments
when the fortunes of the cause went and sours and forms gas; causes hend-achto their very lowest.
dizziness and nausea; eructaI
On the Hudson Is the venerable tions of acid and undigested food
structuro that did Washington service remember as soon as Pa lie's Diapepsin
at Nev. burgh This had a military comes in contact with the stomach all
use. It was situated on a bluff that such distress vanishes.
Its promptoverlooks the river for eight miles to ness, certainty and ease In overcoming
West Point.
the worst stomach disorders la a revelation to those "who try it. Adv.
MAKING THE BEST OF IT
The man who knows himself know
how selfish other people are.

IT.!,

be compared

other baking powders, which promise
without performing.

Straw hats shipped abroad from
Ilrillsh factories in 1913 numbered
ncurly 8,mio,oun, vnltte $:i,500,00u.

fe hnppy. t'se Tied Croas Bng Blue
much licttcr linn liquid blue. Delight
the luundicxa. All grocers. Adv.
awsy while await-

Keep hammering
ing results.
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5 Passenger, Gray & C
Davis, Electric Lights v
and Starter, 25 H. P.
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tore for Colurudo, New Mexico and Wyoming.
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Cartercar Co.
Denver, Colorado
UIVE AGENTS WANTED

The Colorado
1636 Broadway
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LADY SOLICITORS,

MoV'ffl

CHEMICAL NOUSe. TO MAKE HOWE TO HOUSE CANVAS. SELLING ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY PREf
ARTICLES. THAT MUST BE HAD BY EVERT
LADY. REFINED AND EASY WORE; NO SAMPLES TO
QUICK SALES.
EXPERIENCE
CARRY,
UNNCCES.
SARI. WORKERS CAN MAKE SIMM PER WEEK.
BEAUTIFULLY COI.ORtU PRINTS FURNISHED FREE,
CONSUMERS CHEMICAL CORPORATION) CONSUMtU
BUIUI1NG, CHICAGO, ILL.

re-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
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If you want a wall board that will give you
the best service at the lowest cost one
that keeps the rooms warmer in winter
your dealer
and cooler in summer--as- k
about

Ceirtain-tee- d
Wall Board

Bobby it ain't much ot a cherry
tree, but aa long a I'm playing George
Washington It'll have to do.
Washington' Birthplace Gone.
Washington was born February 22,
1732, at Bridges Creek, Westmoreland
county, Va. The home in which he
was born burned down In 1735. No
vestige remain, only a stone placed
there by George Washington Parke
Cus'.ls to mark the site of the "old
farm bouse "

Tests made on six liigh grade Wall Boards show that Certn1n-te- !
Is the strong
est ana unit it resists dampness ana water better tiiau auy oilier Wall Board.
Tt cftn he usrtl In hour, office, fnctoritn. etc.
At each of our hit mil la we make the fol--

Penitnuent ml tcmiKimry tHOi enn be
quickly and iucx pensively built with Certair
t?r4 Watt Board It can be applied by uuy
careful workman who followi direction.
Our
lft!2-!rooflnc arc knawa aaa
kava assule good sill owmr tha world.
For mI by dam nunwhin,
mt

rmaonabU price

General Roofing Mfg. Company
and Umidine Jrxr

CUtare
eWee
PtHiBerta
Detrail
AlUata
ClntUaJ
Peiketleeie
Ktmm Cur
8t.
Ciarieeili
MiaaiaMBi
SaaFraectace
Mttb Laaata HaaiVart Sraaar

HnrTartCkr

lm

kiwintf prwliu'te:

Aaphalt Reofinfa
Slale Surfaced ihialM
Aaohalt F.lla
DeaoWninf Fell
Tama) Falta
Buildint Papeve
Inaulaline Papera
Will Board
Plailic Rooiint Cei
Aaphall Ltmaat
Root Coallaf
Matal Peinta
Out-doPalate
Shlnila Slaine
Raiin.d Coal Tat
Tar Coating

WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.

I

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS
JNO.
Pres.,
T.
SHIPLEY,
ALEX
SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL,
j

hit many friends and neigh-i.orVVe
wish lo thank each
,irul cvt ry one of you for your
To

sympathy and kindness to us
durin.tr our great sorrow, especially Mesdames and Messrs. A.
tf. Douglas, W. L. Copeland, A.
Joe
C. l'aci", J. J. Ledbetter,
Holl- Foor, C. C. Hiieman,
inan, Mr. W. II. Doughton and
Mr. C. V. Steed.
J. W. Flournoy and Son

A. C. Lewis
Mrs A. .1. Whiting is in thv
have leased the Crescent hotel eastern inarneU
bujing the
from Mrs. Mattie Janes Ivey spring unl summer stock
and have placed Mrs. Biggs in "Whi'iinss."
charge. Mr. and Mrs. Ivey will
E. U.
former nnyor of
go to Mineral Wells Tex is for a Clovis, who is now eiigjirii i i
few months and from there to the lumber business in Mule-shoe- .
Alberta,
Canada, where Mr.
Texas, was in ihe city
Ivey formerly resided.
shaking hands with old friends.
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the United States
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District Court.
of

New

Bankrupt's Petition
Discharge.

for

We will continue the big money saving sale on GROCERIES
for another week. From February 20th to February 27th.

Mexico,.

No. 172,

r'orf. Judge of the District
Jcurt of the United States for
ihe District of New Mexico.
Harry W. Crawford, of Clovis.
Curry and
n the County of
Mexico,
in said
New
of
State
reprerespectfully
district,
sents that on the 8th day of
December 1914. last past, he
vas duly adjudged bankrupt
jndcr the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy, that he
all his
has duly surrendered
property and rights of property,
.:id has fully1 complied with
e.f said
til th! requirements
cts a id of th'! orders tf the
i.urt touching his bai.kniptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he
nay be decreed by the Court to
law a full discharge frem all
Lis eslebt.-- provable against
tate under said bankrupt acts,
excel)' uch debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Matul this 2nd day of Febru
ary A. D. 1915.
Harry W. Crawford,
Bankrupt.
It

Sugar, 15 pounds for
12 lbs. Choice Idaho Irish Potatoes for
8 lbs. Fancy Bradley Yam Sweet Spuds
Ideal Table peaches, No. 3 cans, per can
Irwin's Pride Pie Peaches, No. 3 cans, 3 for
4 No. 1 cans Victory String Beans for
4 No. 1 cane of Pallas Pork and Beans for
4 bars of Pummo Toilet Soap for
No. 3 can of Regal Tomatoes for
3 packages Krinkle Corn Flakes for
Regular 25c package Coffee, 6 lbs for

Order ok Notice Thereon
'n the United States District
Court for the District of
New Mexico.
In the Matter of Harry W.
Crawford, Bankrupt:
District of New Mexico-s- s.
On this 8th day of February,
A. I). 1915, on reading the pe
tition for discharge of Harry
W. Crawford, bankrupt,
it is
ordered by the court that
hearing be had upon the name
on the 22nd day of March. A
r. 1915 before D. W. Elliott, a
'Jeferee in Bankruptcy of said
'.'ourt. at Roswell, in said district at 10 o'clock in the fore
noon and that notice thereof
;e published in the Clovis
News, a newspaper printed in
?aid district, and that all known
creditors and other persons in
interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause,
f any they have,
why the
prayer of the said petitioner
nouia not be granted.
And it is further ordered by
the court, that the Referee
shall send by mi.il to all known
creditors, copies of haid petition
and this order addressed to
them at their places of residence
,

Attest:

Di.-tri- ct

A

true copy:

Harry F. Lee, Clerk.

25c

-

15c

cx:

25c
25c
25c
25c

est
3f

at:

10c

25c
$1.00
20c

C. B. Watts, employed in the
round house at Vaughn, came in
Tuesday to take treatment at
the hospital. Mr. Watts was
formerly employed here.
Conductor Eittreim has been
confined to his home in Albufur the past two
querque
weeks with a severe attack of
pneumonia. Conductor Fiizpat-ricis on las run.
Engineer J. T. Pryor, who has
had the run between here and
Lubbock for almost a year, has
gone to Lamesa to take a run
between there and Siaton.
Otho Perkins has been profrom day caller to
moted
switchman. His place has been
taken by Irvine Perkins while
Jim Morrison is tilling Irvin's
place on the night shift.
H. M. Muehmore has arrived
to take up the duties of general
foreman of the shops here.

$3.75
$4.00
65c
90c

$1.00
19c

28c

$1.60
$1.70
$1.10
$1.35

25c
20c
20c
15c

$1.00

THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH ONLY!
We Sell All Other Groceries a Little Cheaper Than the Other Fellow!

Mrs. A. B. Austin's Portales
Sunday School class of ten girla
were visiting the Austin family
over Sunday and attending the
meetings.
revival
Mcintosh
Those in the party were:
Misses Thena Mae Oldham, Willie Fergusson, Erma Bell Smith,
Lela Smith, Bessie Dickbreeder,
Nora Fairley, Dora Smith, Lucy
Culbertson, Nola Keen.
and
They r;ere
Edith Ueagan.
chaperoned by Mesdames v'i. W.
Curr and Mother Green. Other
Portales visitors were, F. K.
Smith. Clarence Keen, Temple
Molinari. Lei) Braley, Carl Moss,
Bell Tins ey. Arnelt Knapp and
Elmer Walki-r.

Miss Fay

East to
Mrs.

10c

g

1.

Brooks, who

Miv!,aM millinery
B. L. Osborne will

--
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mm

AITQTIM P.
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29.
Telenhone
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went
for
re-

turn Saturday.
Notice of Suit.
car;

No.

.

In This DisTKiCT C(,I UT UK
Curry County, New Mexico.
Efliie Perkins,
Pl.iiiitifl" vs.
Jess Perkins, Defendant.
To the defendant,
Jess Perkins, in the above suit:
You w ill take notici that a
suit has been filed against you
in the
District Court of the
Fifth Judicial District, Curry
County, New Mexico, in which
Effie Perkins is Plaintiff and
Jess Perkins is defendant and
numbered 837 on the docket of
said court.
You are further notified that
the general objects of said suit
are as follows: To secure a decree of divorce dissolving the
marriage relation existing between the plain iff and defendant.
You are turther notified that
if you fail to appear or plead in
this cause on or before April
10th 1915,

judgment

will

be

rendered against you in said
cause by default and the
. : ce
.
.
:n
i
uu winappiy
io tne Uourt for
the relief sought in the complaint herein.
W. A. Havener
is attorney
for the plaintiff and his nost
office and business address ia
Clovis. New Mexico.
In Witness Whereof. I have
hereunto set my hand and af
fixed the Seal of said ronrt thia
2nd day of February 1615.
W. C. Zerwer
(Seal)
County Clerk.
.

ETTST1

as stated.

Wm. H. Pope,
U. S.
Judge.

Railroad Locals

Portales Folks Here.

$1.00
25c

One quart of Sour Pickles for
Justice brand Blackberries, No. 2 cans, per can
American Lady Flour, per hundred
Moses Best Flour, per hundred
Five Gallons of Coal Oil for
Five Gallons of Gasoline for
Fifteen pounds of good Jap Head Rice for
Swifts Premium Hams, per pound
Swifts Premium Bacon, by the strip, per lb
Choice Apples, per box
Fancy Apples, per Box
Compound, large size bucket
Cottolene, large size bucket
3 No. 2 cans of Wisconsin Peas for
Pint bottle of Cupid Preserves for
Pint bottle of Del Monte Catsup for
Regular 25c can of Fitts Baking Powder for
4 pounds of good Peaberry Coffee for

i

Seal.

St

Our trade is increasing wonderfully and there is a reason. People like to buy where they get the
best foods, courteous treatment and are not "held up." Think over tnese matters which
are so vital to your household affairs and compare these prices:

In Bankruptcy.

In the matter of Harry VV.
'raw ford. Bankrupt.
To the Honorable William H.

It

--

OUR BIG MONEY SAV1NO
SALE CONTINUES

Letters received by friends
Hen Btookshire, who is
'Edmonton, Canada conin
;iow
tain the information that he is
well pleased with that country.

For the District

r

k
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In

-. Mr. Hamm, of Portales, was For Sale.
veiling Mr.. A. B. Austin the 10 high grade and pure bred
first df the week.
Herefard bulls ranging from 3
Mrs. E. C. Grisamore return to 5 years old for sale. Cish or
td from eastern markets Mon- time. These bulls are in prime
ti ay and Mrs.
I. B. L. Osbnrn breeding condition. Inquire of
Mrs. Os- Clovis Creamery and Produce
returned Saturday.
born visited at her old home in Co. or Will H. Pattison, 3 miles
tf
l)wa.
of Clovis
-.-

Dr. Biggs and

Card of Thanks.

L. H. SANDERS

W. H. DUCKWORTH,

F5-F2-

